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Summary 

This study introduces certain concepts for the integration of the design and 
manufacture of mechanica! products. Their power springs from the enforce
ment of manufacturing restrictions at the geometrical design stage, which en
sures a guarantee that a design generated according to the methad described 
will be capable of being fabricated. 

Only relatively few concepts are necessary in order to superimpose manufac
turing restrictions on the geometrical design process. These are: Manufactura
ble Transformations, Manufacturable Objects, Manufacturing Machine 
Models, Implicit Location, and two geometrical rnadelling representa
tions-Boundary Representation and Constructive Solid Modelling. 

A Manufacturable Transformation is a design transformation that has a manu
facturable counterpart. For example, the 'combine' transformation can have 
welding as its manufacturable counterpart. 

A Manufacturable Object is a geometrical shape, tagether with its application 
rules. The geometrical form is a form that can in principal be fabricated. The 
relevant application rules guarantee that the geometrical form can be fabrica
ted within a specific context. 

A Manufacturing Machine Model is a model of an available machine. The 
model knows if the corresponding machine is capable of fabricating a Manu
facturable Object or executing a Manufacturable Transformation and it also 
knows how to manufacture such a design transformation. The Manufacturing 
Machine Model introduces the available machines and associated equipment
in particular their limitations- into the geometrical design process and into the 
generation of a manufacturing process plan. 

lmplicit Location is a methad whereby the limited accuracy that is attainable 
by a given manufacturing process may betaken into account. It allows a func-
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tional approach to the problem of incorporating manufacturing tolerances and 
fits into the design phase. The recording of items of reference by the metbod of 
Implicit Location allows the incorporation of sensors in the manufacturing 
process, which means that the values obtained from the sensors can be com
pared with the required values, so that corrections can be generated if neces
sary. 

The Boundary Representation is introduced since manufacturing processes 
produce surfaces which have to be incorporated into the geometrical design 
phase in order to take account of manufacturing restrictions. 

In order to reduce hu man interven ti on, manufacturing process planning needs 
a design representation that is based on the initia! state of an object, tagether 
with a listofthe state changes through which the objectpasses on its way to be
coming a finished product. Constructive Solid ModeHing has thus been intro
doeed into the geometrical design phase to take account of this. A consequence 
of this introduetion is that only a number of Manufacturable Objects ha ving 
simple geometrical forms need to be made available, since these can be com
bined into more complex geometrical forms. The application rules associated 
with the geometrical forms ensure that the design can in fact be fabricated. 

The Manufacturable Object concept is particularly important in the enforce
ment of manufacturing restrictions on the geometrical design, si nee Manufac
turable Objects represent a formalization of what can actually be fabrica
ted. 

The definition of new Manufacturable Objects, in partic u lar their application 
rules, remains, unfortunately, a tedious task, since the generation of applica
tion rules formalizes the context- dependent knowledge of what can actually 
be fabricated. The rul es are not only contextdependent, however, they also de
pend on the equipment available. 

Six fundamental fabrication techniques have been considered: primary shap
ing, forming processes, material removal, joining, coating, and material fea
ture changing (such as hardening or annealing). Of these, three can be dealt 
with directly on the basis of the concepts introduced here: primary shaping, 
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material removal, and joining. Coating and material feature changing can 
readily be incorporated. The forming process might be tackled with the help of 
the Manufacturable Object concept, but it is not so well suited to the concept as 
the processes that have been incorporated. 

The main advantages of the concepts introduced in this study are that they 
guarantee, at the geometrical design stage, that a design, once produced, can 
actually be manufactured. They also offer the rapid generation of manufactu
ring process plans, and they thus substantially reduce the time taken to traverse 
the path between design and manufacture. 
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Samenvatting 

Het doel van deze studie is een integratie van de ontwerp- en de fabricagefase 
van een produkt te realiseren. Integratie is een middel om een verkorting van de 
benodigde doorlooptijd tussen ontwerp en fabricage van een produkt te reali
seren en de kwaliteit van hetprodukt te verbeteren. De ontwerpfunctie en de fa
bricagefunctie van een fabriek, een produkt generator, hangen nauw met el
kaar samen. De nauwe samenhang noopt tot het gebruik van een wijze van mo
delleren gebaseerd op een systeem benadering. Gekozen is voor de Proces In
teractie Benadering. 

De taak van een produkt generator is de gewenste produktfuncties te transfor
meren in een produkt. Het model van de produkt generator bestaat uit een cy
bernetische architectuur van functies en interacties. Karakteristiek voor een 
cybernetische architectuur is dat er een terugkoppeling aanwezig is. Deze te
rugkoppeling wordt, in het model, gerealiseerd met behulp van een evaluatori
sche functie en drie interacties. De fysische betekenis van deze terugkoppeling 
is dat fabricage beperkingen worden gesuperponeerd op de ontwerp functie: 
de ontwerper wordt in de ontwerpfase van een produkt al geconfronteerd met 
fabricage beperkingen. Fabricage beperkingen zijn bijvoorbeeld vormen die 
niet vervaardigd kunnen worden in een bepaald materiaal of op een specifieke 
plaats in het produkt. 

Tot nu toe hanteert geen enkele geometrische ontwerp methode fabricage be
perkingen. Het hanteren van deze beperkingen wordt overgelaten aan de ont
werper. De gewenste doorlooptijd verkorting, de gewenste kwaliteit verbete
ring, de grote hoeveelheid benodigde kennis van fabricage processen, het toe
nemende aantal functies en het toenemende aantal interacties tussen deze 
functies van een produkt, maken het de ontwerper bijna onmogelijk fabricage 
beperkingen te hanteren. 

In deze studie is een geometrische ontwerpmethode ontwikkeld, die het moge
lijk maakt al in de ontwerpfase fabricage beperkingen te hanteren. In tegen-
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stelling tot de meeste ontwerpmethoden is de ontwerpmethode niet gebaseerd 
op een eindtoestand beschrijving maar op een beschrijving van de begintoe
stand gecombineerd met de respectievelijke operaties nodig om de eindtoe
stand te realiseren. 

Een voorbeeld van een operatie is het aftrekken van een cylindrisch blok van 
een rechthoekig blok. Uiteraard dienen deze ontwerp operaties fabriceerbaar 
te zijn. Dit wordt gerealiseerd door elke ontwerp operatie een bewerking in de 
fabricage fase als tegenhanger te geven en door een nieuw begrip in te voeren: 
het fabriceerbare object. 

Een voorbeeld van een fabriceerbare ontwerp operatie is de 'voeg samen' oper
atie. Deze kan als fabricage tegenhanger hebben de bewerking lassen. Een fa
briceerbaar object is de ontwerp- en werkvoorbereidings tegenhanger van de 
toepassing van een of meer gereedschappen, machines en opspanningen. 
Voorbeelden van fabriceerbare objecten zijn sleuven, kamers, maar ook een 
buigbewerking kan een fabriceerbaar object zijn. 

Een fabriceerbaar object bestaat uit twee subconcepten: de geometrische vorm 
en de toepassings regels behorende bij deze geometrische vorm. De toepas
singsregels zorgen ervoor dat een ontwerp fabriceerbaar blijft na de applicatie 
van de geometrische vorm van een fabriceerbaar object; ze verhinderen een 
toepassing die niet kan worden gefabriceerd. 

De realiseerbare nauwkeurigheid van fabriceerbare objecten, bijvoorbeeld de 
oppervlakte ruwheid, is afhankelijk van de beschikbare fabricage machines. 
Elke beschikbare bewerkingsmachine heeft daarom een model. Het model van 
een machine weet of de desbetreffende machine een fabriceerbaar object c.q. 
een operatie kan vervaardigen en zo ja met welke nauwkeurigheid deze dat 
kan. In de ontwerpfase worden, voordat een operatie wordt uitgevoerd, de be
schikbare machine-modellen geraadpleegd. Het doel is, de beperkingen van de 
beschikbare machines te hanteren in de ontwerpfase. 

De tot nu toe behandelde begrippen maken het mogelijk, al in de ontwerpfase 
te garanderen dat een ontwerp vervaardigd kan worden met de beschikbare 
machines. 
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De begintoestand beschrijving en de respectievelijke operaties, de fabriceer
bare transformaties, de fabriceerbare objecten, en de machine modellen, ma
ken het verder mogelijk om snel een werkvoorbereidings plan te maken. Het 
machine model weet niet alleen dat een fabriceerbaar object of een fabriceer
bare transformatie vervaardigd kan worden, maar het weet ook hoe deze moe
ten worden gemaakt. De laatste stap die nog moet worden gezet voordat de fa
bricage kan plaatsvinden, is van werkvoorbereidings plan naar bewerkings
programma's voor de desbetreffende machines. De desbetreffende machine 
modellen zijn in staat ook deze transformatie te realiseren. 

De ontwikkelde begrippen zijn geïmplementeerd in algorithmen, geprogram
meerd in Smalltalk -80. Het doel van de algorithmen is de gebruikte begrippen 
te valideren. Het algorithme is gebruiktorn een werkstuk te ontwerpen en te fa
briceren. Voor de fabricage is gebruik gemaakt van een vijf-assige frees bank. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

One of the characteristic features that distinguishes humankind from other 
species it its capacity for inventiveness and creativity. The creative talent 
manifests itself, among other things, in the fine arts and in the ability to manu
facture articles. The manufaeturing processis basedon the concept that an ini
tia! idea has to be transformed into a physical object. The very first artifacts 
were used by their creator: the hunter made and used his own flint tools. At a 
later stage a creator or a craftsman made implements for others to u se. If a new 
implement was being made, the designer and the maker we re the same person 
and so the design was inherently basedon the limitations ofthe manufacturing 
process, and design proceeded on the basisofan appropriate method of fabri
cation. 

The two processes of design and manufacturing became separated, however, 
as may be witnessed by the drawings of Leonardo da Vinci. Booker (1963) 
states: 'Leonardo's drawings of machines differ very much from similar works 
ofthe time; apart from the quality ofthe drawings, others were content to illus
trate what they saw, whereas Leonardo used his pencil to express ideas which 
could be brought into existence. Many ofhis drawings can be classed as design 
sketches, sufficiently clear for the machines to be made by a good craftsman.' 
lndeed, the design sketches were so clear that, for example, the Science 
Museum (U.K.) was able to fabricate his machines centuries after they were 
designed. 

The engineering drawing became the principal medium of communication 
between designer and manufacturer, and the separation of the two functions 
became ever greater. 

The overall structure of the design and manufacturing functions and the com
munication between the two has not changed appreciably since Leonardo's 
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time. The main difference between now and then lies intheuse in da Vinci's 
time of hu man or animal muscle power, or of wind or water power as prime 
movers. 

While the functions, as such, have not changed much, there has been a great 
change in the manufacturing processes themselves. Machines can be pro
grammed toperfarm a sequence of operations automatically; new types of ma
chine, such as the robot, have become available; new processes, such as elec
trospark machining, have been developed; better tools have become available; 
and programming languages have been developed, such as Automatic Pro
grammed Tools, that describe the geometry of a workpiece and that generate 
the tooi path that the machine must use in its fabrication. 

The design function, too, has become more complex, due in large measure to 
the increasing number of constraints imposed on the design of the product, and 
due to the increasing interdependence between the various parts of a given 
item. This increasing degree of complexity has lead to the need fora greater 
degree of formalization in the design process. The developments sketched out 
above may be expected to lead to a new medium of communication between 
the design and the manufacturing process. The primary means of communica
tion, however, is still the engineering drawing. Since Leonardo's days a 
number of innovations and improvements have been made: standard measure
ments have been introduced, along with standards of toleranee and fit. Stan
dardized styles of drawing have developed, such as the generation of projec
tion drawings, and the geometrical phase of the design exercise has become 
automated. It remains a fact, however, that no matter what Computer Aided 
Design system is used, and no matter how such a package represents the geo
metrical form of an object intemally, the output from the computer/designer 
combination is virtually always an engineering drawing. 

Despite all this seeming sophistication, however, the basic concepts remain 
little changed since the days of da Vinci: the design and manufacturing pro
cesses are separate, and they communicate by means of the engineering 
drawing, or a modem equivalent of it. What has changed, particularly in the 
last few years, is the market situation. The current approach to the market re
quires short production runs, a greater product range, and a reduction in 
throughput time. These requirements in their turn impose the need for a less 
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time-consuming path from design to manufacture and this requires a study of 
the design and manufacturing processes and their interrelationships. 

The aim of the design function is the translation of the functional specification 
of a product into a product that can perfarm the desired function. Th is occurs in 
two phases: the conceptual phase, in which the functional specifications are 
translated into product ideas; and the geometrical phase, in which the ideas are 
translated into a product design. 

The manufacturing process is based on a plan that takes the design and trans
farms it into manufacturing processes that are executed using specified equip
ment. The manufacturing process plan, therefore, is a specification of the 
manufacturing processes required to shape a given piece of material, tagether 
with the sequence in which the processes must be used, in order to obtain the fi
nal state described by the designer. The manufacturing process plan camprises 
an initia] description, a list of raw materials, and a specification of the proces
ses required to achieve a given final state. The engineering drawingis a state 
description of the final product. 

The primary aim of the designprocessis the description of a product in such a 
way that it can be fabricated. Nevertheless, there is no geometrical approach 
known that can handle the restrictions imposed by a given manufacturing 
process. These must be allowed for by the designer, who has to cope with an 
ever-increasing sophistication in the designprocessas wellas with a growing 
need for an extensive knowledge of the manufacturing processes available. 
This leads, in many cases, to time-consuming and costly iterative exchanges 
between design and manufacturing departments. It must be apparent, there
fore, that any attempt to integrate design and manufacturing should re gard the 
restrictions imposed by the manufacturing process as a key issue. 

Another point that should be taken into consideration is the fact that most 
representations of the design of a product are in fact final state descriptions of 
the product. In order to fabricate it, a manufacturing process plan has to be 
created ab initio. 

Van 't Erve (1988) has shown that it is possible to generate manufacturing 
process plans by recognizing certain features in a final state design. However, 
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he states: 'Although the feature concept is very promising, automatic feature 
recognition still poses a lot of problems. The complexity of the required algo
rithms grows al most exponentially with the capacity to recognize more com
plicated features .' Human intervention would therefore seem to be necessary 
in this approach, too. 

Since no geometrical design approach is known which handles manufacturing 
restrictions, a new approach to the integration of design and manufacturing has 
been developed, using the Process Interaction Approach ( Overwater 1987, 
Rooda 1987, Wortmann, Rooda, Boot 1989). 

In Chapter 2 a model of a product generator is presented the purpose of which is 
to reveal the interdependence between the design and the manufacturing 
process. The model alsoreveals that a full integration ofthe geometrical design 
function and the manufacturing process planning function is impossible. 
Based on the insights gathered from the product generator model developed in 
Chapter 2, Chapter 3 goes on to explain and discuss the design approach 
chosen. Chapter 4, again on the basis of the insights developed in Chapter 2, 
discusses the selected manufacturing process planning approach . 

Both the design approach and the manufacturing process planning approach 
have been implemenred using the Smalltalk-80 object-oriented programming 
environment (Goldberg 1984, Goldberg, Robson 1985). Chapter 5 presents a 
case study of the ideas developed he re in Smalltalk -80, and Chapter 6 gives a 
summary of the whole study. 
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Chapter 2 

A Product Generator 

In this chapter we isolate the most important activities that occur during the 
product development process and reveal their interdependence within the 
context of an integrated approach to product design and manufacture. 

There are five phases in the life cycle of any product: the orientation phase, the 
specification phase, the realization phase, the utilization phase, and the elimi
nation phase. Of these five, only three are important during the development of 
a product: the orientation, specification, and realization phases. The orienta
tion phase cammences with the idea that a product is required. lts functions 
must be described so that a specification can be generated. The specification 
phase transfarms the description of the functions into a product specification 
which camprises a design and a manufacturing process plan. The fin al phase in 
the generation of a product is the realization phase, in which the specifications 
are translated into a physical product. The operational phases follow on after 
the development phases. We shall treat the three developmental phases in the 
following sections. 

All the activities that occur during the development of a product are closely in
tertwined, as wil! be shown more fully below. For this reason, a systems 
approach (Bertalanffy 1968) must be adopted. One such approach is the 
Process Interaction Approach (Overwater 1987, Rooda 1987, Wortmann, 
Rooda, Boot 1989), which has proved its worth in this area. In thecontextofthe 
current study, the Process Interaction Approach is a suitable method for the 
functional specification of industrial systems and fortheir design, realization, 
and controL lndustrial systems, in the Process Interaction Approach, are con
sidered as a coneetion of concurrent processes tagether with associated inter
actions. A model of an industrial system camprises a col! eetion of passive and 
active elements and the relationships between them. The relationships can be 
between the elements of the system, or with elements that are outside the 
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system. The Process Interaction Approach, together with the necessary 
concepts, will be discussed in the next section. The approach has been applied 
to the manufacturing and design functions in order to elucidate their mutual in
terdependence before going on to describe a product generatorinSection 2.3. 
A product generator is a processor that can transform the functional specifica
tion of a product into a product that can perform the required functions . As in
puts the product generator takes the functional specification and the raw mate
rials, producing the finished product- or a materialization of the functional 
specifications- as output. The results of the modeHing of a product generator 
are discussed in Section 2.4. 

2.1. Processors and Interactions 

A system can bedescribed as a system of mutually interrelated elements (Ber
talanffy 1968). The relationships within a system describe the coherence 
between the elements; i.e. they determine the system's structure and its beha
viour. The relationships of the system with extemal elements determine its 
purpose. 

The Process Interaction Approach, as defined in Wortmann, Rooda, Boot 
(1989) is summarized below. 

Processors 

Active elements, called processors, are elements that are capable of changing 
the state of a system by the performance of actions. The behaviour of a proces
sor is described by the processor's model. There are two kinds of processor: ex
panded processors and leaf processors. An expanded processor consists of 
sub-processors and their interactions. Sub-processors are termed child proces
sors. The expanded processors are called parent processors. The model of an 
expanded processor therefore consistsof a collection of processors and inter
action paths. 

Leaf processors are not expanded, and theii models are process descriptions. 
Passive elements are not capable of changing the state of a system; their impor
tance lies in their presence or in the value assigned to them. 
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Actions are changes of state of a system. An action can change the value as
signed to an element, or it can add elements to or remove elements from the 
system. A processis the name given to the collection of actions performed by a 
processor. 

Interactions 

Interactions exchange passive elements between processors. Their aim is the 
synchronization of two or more processors, or the communication between 
processors. A processor can only perform two types of interaction: send 
actions and receive actions. Send actions and receive actions specify which in
teraction paths are suitable for the interaction. A send action makes an object 
available for interaction. A receive action transports an object that is available 
for interaction to the requesting processor via the specified interaction path. 

Only one type of interaction mechanism is available: the synchronous mecha
nism, a characteristic feature of which is that the processor which perfarms the 
send action is blocked until a corresponding receive action is performed, and 
vice versa. The transfer of an object from one processor toanother requires no 
time, provided both processors are capable of sending or receiving the 
object. 

Processors are provided with named send and receive ports. The send and re
ceive actions specify the ports that an interaction may use and, after selection, 
determine which interaction paths are suitable. A specific port functions only 
as a receive portor as a send port. 

Interaction paths specify the conneetion between two ports of two different 
processors. Interaction paths are named, and they are directed. They have a 
send port as their origin, and they terminate at a receive port. 

The model of an expanded processor 

As mentioned above, processorscan be expanded, meaning that they consist of 
a parent processor and one or more child processors tagether with their mutual 
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interaction paths. Furtherrnore, the child processors themselves can be ex
panded processors. A processor that is notexpanded is called a leaf processor. 
All the child processors and the appropriate interaction paths that make up one 
expanded processor are called a level. The u se of these concepts allows the top
down design of industrial systems. 

Interaction ports, when connected toa processor, are an important part of the 
environment of a processor and, combined with the model of a processor, they 
deterrnine its functionality. 

The interaction ports of an expanded processor are actually connected to the 
expanded processor's children. The child processors of the expanded proces
sor perforrn the send and receive actions. The send and receive ports of the 
child processors and the expanded processor are connected via extemal inter
action paths.These have the samename asthesendor the recei ve port of the ex
panded processor to which they are connected. 

The model of a leaf processor 

In this work descriptions are given in an object oriented language based on 
Smalltalk-80. (See Appendix 1.) The syntax of an expression consists of an 
object (such as a variable) foliowed by a message. When the expression is 
evaluated it returns an object, which doesnothave to be the sameobject as the 
one in the expression. 

A message consists of a function selector with or without associated argu
ments. Forexample, the expression "aRobotlocation" returns the location, po
sition, and orientation of the object aRobot. The function se lector is "location" 
and the message has no arguments. The expression "aMillingMachine move
ToAxis Vector: anAxis Vector" inforrns the object aMillingMachine that it has 
to move itself to the axis vector anAxisVector. The function selector of the 
message is "moveToAxisVector:" and the argument is "anAxisVector". 

Self reference, reference to the receiver of a message, is allowed by the u se of a 
special variabie "self". 
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The syntax of some commonly used control structures in Smalltalk-80 is 
presented below. (See also Appendix I.) 

condition ifTrue: [trueBiock] ifFalse: [falseBiock] 

Depending on the value ofthe condition (true or false) the block named "true
Block" or the block named "falseBlock" is evaluated. 

[conditionBiock) whileTrue: [trueBiock) 

So long as the conditionBlock remains true the block named "trueBlock" is 
evaluated. 

[conditionBiock) whileFalse: [falseBiock) 

So long as the conditionBlock is false the block named "falseBlock" 1s 
evaluated. 

Send and receive actions are frequently used. The syntax of the simplest 
actionsis defined below. 

A receive action: 

self receiveFrom: receivePortName 

Receive an object from the receive port named receivePortName. 
A send action: 

self send: object to: sendPortName 

Sendan object tothesend port named sendPortName. 

By way of illustration, a model of a processor will now bedescri bed. A robot, 
controlled by the robot processor described, takes products from a conveyor 
belt at a specific location and sets them down at alocation that depends on the 
product selected. 

The symbol ~ represents an assignment (Appendix 1). 
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robot model 

body 
productManufacturinglnformation f- self receiveFrom: productport 
self gripper isCiosed ifTrue: [self openGripper]. 
self moveToPickUpPosition. 
self closeGripper. 
self moveTo: (productManufacturinglnformation desiredPosition). 
self openGripper. 
self move ToSafetyPosition. 
self send: productManufacturinglnformation to: nextMachinePort 

The graphical representation of a model 

The graphical representation of a model indicates processors by the u se ofbub
bles and interactions by the use of arrows. See Figure 2.1. 

Each bubble contains a name for identification purposes and the name of the 
corresponding process description of the processor. Each interaction path has 
a name attached to it. Finally, the receive portand the send port at the terminus 
and at the beginning of each interaction pathare nam ed. If the name of the pro
cessor is the same as the name of the process descri ption, then on I y the proces
sor name is shown, which means that only a single processor having that 
process description is present. 

2.2. The Cybernetic Architecture 

The way in which systems are structured so that they may cope with their envi
ronment is called systems architecture. A variety of architectmes relate to the 
way in which systems process information from their environment in order to 
achieve their goals. An important architecture is the cybemetic architecure 
(Wiener 1955). This consistsof a processor to be controlled and a control pro
cessor. The control processor knows the system's goal (in some sense) and in
fluences the controlled processor in such a way that the system's goal cao be 
achieved. The control cycle can be generalized as follows (Figure 2.2): the 
goal of system has oot been realized and a problem therefore exists. 
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in toRobot Robot 

Figure 2.1. The graphical representation of a model 

Problem 

Prepare Evaluate 

Strategy Reali ty 

~ 
Realize 

Figure 2.2. The control cycle 

The control processor prepares a strategy that influences the controlled pro
cessor. The controlled processor now executes the strategy. The system's goals 
should now be achieved, or at least the difference between the desired state and 
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the achieved state should have been reduced. The control processor evaluates 
the state achieved by the system and dec i des whether there is a problem. If so, 
the control processor prepares a strategy. This control cycle continues for as 
long as there is a deviation from the system's goals. 

Cybernetic model 

goal 

criteria 

Preparator Evaluator 

strategy 

stimulus response 

Figure 2.3. The cybemetic architecture 

The strategy that is prepared by the control processor decreases in effective
ness if the controlled processor does not behave in the expected manner. 
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A Process Interaction model of the cybemetic architecture is shown in Figure 
2.3 (Haterd 1988). 

The cybemetic architecture model consists of three parallel processors: the 
Preparator, the Realizer, and the Evaluator. The control processor camprises 
the Preparator and the Evaluator. The controlled processor consists of the 
Realizer. The Preparator processorprepares the strategy, the Realizer employs 
the strategy and the Evaluator evaluates the current situation and decides 
whether there is a problem. 

2.3. The ProductGenerator Model 

Both the design function and the manufacturing planning function are mutual
ly interwoven with other functions. In order to identify these functions and 
their relationships a product generator function has been model ed. Th is is con
sidered as a 'black box', called 'ProductGenerator', which perfarmsits function 
in order to achieve a stated goal, the transformation of a product functional 
specification into a product. The product generator model, including the 
models of the child processors, may be found in Appendix II. 

It is unnecessary to model a complete product generator function. Within the 
context of this study, only the essential functions and their mutual interrela
tionships have been model ed. A number oflogistic functions, such as require
ment planning, scheduling, route planning, capacity planning, expediting, in
ventory control and management, have therefore been omitted from the 
model. 

It has been assumed for the purposes of the model that a customer supplies the 
functional description of the product to the product generator. The functions 
from the description are then transformed into a product by the product genera
tor function. 

The context of the product generator function delermines the relationships 
between the black box called 'Productgenerator' and its environment. Th is is il
lustrated in the graphical representation of the product generator processor in 
Figure 2.4. 
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The ProductGenerator processor receives the product functions and the raw 
materiaL When the product has been manufactured in such a way that it 
achieves the required functions, it is removed from the ProductGenerator pro
cessor. 

ProductGenerator model 

goal 

manufacturingJob , 

material 

manufacturing 
Restrictions 

design 
Criteria 

Figure 2.4. The ProductGenerator model 

Evaluator 

productFarm 
& 

manufacturing 
Criteria 

On closer inspeetion of the ProductGenerator processor, one may distinguish a 
cybernetic architecture as discussed in Section 2.2. 
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The Preparator processor prepares the manufacturing of the product. The 
Realizer processor manufactures the product. The Evaluator processor 
evaluates the manufacturing and the design processes. This evaluation results 
in manufacturing restrictions, which arealso accumulated from the experience 
gained from the design and manufacture of previous products. 

The Preparator model consistsof two processors: a Designer processor and a 
ManufacturingProcessPlanner processor, with one interaction path: the 
generateManufacturingPlan interaction path (Figure 2.5). 

Preparator model 

Preparator 

generale 
Manufacturing 
Plan 

manufacturing 
Restrictions 

design 
Criteria 

Manufacturing 
Process 
Planner 

Figure 2.5 . The Preparator model 
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The Designer processor designs the product after receiving the functions of the 
as yet unfabricated product. The Designer processor inquires about any new 
manufacturing restrictions that may apply, and updatesits knowledge base. 

Within the context of this study, design consistsof two phases: the conceptual 
phase and the geometrical phase. The conceptual phase is that phase in which 
the designer conceptualizes the new product, trying to discover a metbod to 
achieve the product's functions. Many ideas and concepts will be formulated 
and evaluated and the best conceptual formulations will be chosen. 

The geometrical phase is that phase in which the concept of the new product is 
translated into geometrical objects such as shapes, parts, tolerances and fits. 
The solution chosen will prescribe the individual engineering tasks at a lower 
level, and so the tasks will bedescribed in this hierarchical manner until the fi
nal taskis established. In this geometrical phase, the experience gathered from 
the fabrication of earlier designs and the concomitant manufacturing restric
tions are taken into account in the processof developing designs that can suc
cessfully be manufactured. 

Wh en the design phase has been completed, an ordertogenera te the manufac
turing process plan is issued. The ManufacturingProcessPlanner processor 
then generates the manufacturing process plan by first planning the sequence 
of opera ti ons and the types of manufacturing processes necessary to fabricate 
the product. The constraints on this planning process are the desired quantity, 
quality, available facilities, tooling and Iabour. When it has been determined 
what available devices, tooi sets, and setups are to be used for each part of the 
task, the order togenerate the programs for the equipment is given. 

lf necessary, a model of the work cellof the equipment to be used is generated, 
which can be used to validate the machine programs generated, the selected 
tooi sets, equipment and setups. 

N ote that there is, tosome ex tent, an overlap between the existing manufactu
ring processes and hence it is almost always possible to replace one manufac
turing process by another. For example, a hole can be fabricated either with a 
drillor a reamer. The result of this overlap is a combinatorial explosion of the 
number of ways in which a given product can be manufactured. 
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When the manufacturing process plan has been generaeed and validated, the 
Realizer process receives the order to manufacture the product according to its 
design. Th is is done by executing the manufacturing process plan that has been 
generated, using the specified equipment, after having obtained the necessary 
materials. 

After the product has been manufactured according to the machine programs, 
the geometrical form of the product has to be determined. The geometrical 
form generared is evaluated against the design as reference. Ifthe geometrical 
form doesnotmatch the designed form, then a correction cycle has to be exe
cuted. 

This loop continues until the geometrical form matches the required form of 
the product, as specified by the design, and no further corrections are thus 
needed. The product has now been satisfactorily manufactured, and may be 
sold to the customer. 

The Realizer process then informs the Evaluator a bout the manufactured form 
of the product and the way in which it has been manufactured, which are both 
of great interest, since the Evaluatorprocessor generates its knowied ge base of 
manufacturing restrictions on the basis of manufactured form, design criteria, 
and manufacturing criteria. The design criteria and the manufacturing criteria 
interactions contain knowied ge that may be applied to futuredesign and manu
facturing processes, respectively. 

The model contains two major feedback loops. The first occurs in the Realizer 
processor, and may be found represented in Appendix II. The manufactured 
product is compared with the design and, should any deviations occur from the 
design, corrections are implemented. 

The second major feedback loop (Figure 2.6) runs as follows: from the Prepar
ator child processor Designer to the Preparator child processor Manufactu
ringProcessPlanner, using the interaction path generateManufacturingPlan; 
from the ManufacturingProcessPlanner processor to the Realizer processor 
using the manufacturingJob interaction path; from the Realizer processor to 
the Evaluator processor using the productForm&manufacturingCriteria in-
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teraction path; and back to the Preparator child processor Designer using the 
manufacturingRestrictions interaction path. 

genera te 

Manufac!uring 

Plan 

manufacturing 

designCriteria 

productForm 

& 

manufacturingCri teria 

Figure 2.6. The second feedback loop 

This last loop imposes manufacturing restrictions on the Designer processor. 
Furthermore, it initiates a leaming system since the Designer processor of the 
Preparator leams from the stored knowledge of products that have been 
previously designed and made because the Evaluator processor evaluates the 
productForm&manufacturingCriteria interaction and generates the interac
tion manufacturingRestrictions. 
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The first feedback loop is quite common in factories, an example being the im
plementation of a ProductGenerator processor. 

The second feedback loop is new to the area of the geometrical approaches to 
design. Manufacturing restrictions have not hitherto been handled within a 
geometrical approach to design: this has always had to be left to human inter
vention. 
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2.4. Summary 

The systems approach described in this chapter shows that the integration of 
design and manufacturing depends on more than the preparatory and the reali
zation functions. The evaluation function and the manufacturing restrictions 
interaction are often neglected when attempting to integrate design aod maou
facturing. 

Some ofthe functions described in the model developed here cannot yet be for
malized, since they beloog to that group of poorly understood tasks that can be 
performed by humans with relative ease. For instance, the design function, 
viewed as a preparatory function, cao be ao inventive function; the evaluative 
function is one of pattem recognition. Neitheris particularly well understood 
and caooot therefore be formalized to any great extent. 

If thecontents of the designCriteria interactio os and the manufacturingCriteria 
part of the productForm&manufacturingCriteria interaction were to be for
malized, this could lead to the formalization ofthe evaluation function, which 
prompts a second re mark: some interactions are very difficult to forma! i ze due 
to the very high level of abstraction of hu man thought. 

The model of the product generator contains feedback loops which incorpo
rate functions and interactions that cannot be formalized: or not at present, in 
any case. It would seem, therefore, that insofar as such matters caooot be for
malized, completely integrated maoufacturing without the necessity for 
human intervention is not yet possible. 

Mechanica! design is a creation of the human mind, and it is only constrained 
by the demand that the functional specification of the new product has to be 
realized. How the design is executed depends on the designer. In contrast to 
design, however, maoufacturing processes are subject to physicallimitations: 
for instance, only a eertaio geometrical accuracy is achievable. 

The geometrical modeHing function must therefore be structured in such a way 
that manufacturing restrictions are taken into account in any attempt to inte
grate design with manufacturing. 
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In the next chapter such an approach to geometrical design will be introduced, 
one which does take account of the manufacturing restrictions. 
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Chapter 3 

The Design Process 

This chapter is devoted to an examination of the overall structure of the design 
process and ofthe way in which the designprocesscan be integrated with the 
manufacturing process planning function. In addition, a concept is proposed 
for a geometrical design system that can achieve the required integration, 
taking account of the restrictions imposed by the manufacturing processes. 

The processof design cammences with the recognition of the need fora par
ticular product. This is foliowed by the conception of an idea that will fulfill 
that need. In other words, design starts with the recognition of a problem, 
proceeds with a definition of the problem, passes through a development 
program, and ends with the fabrication and assessment of the product. 

Within the context of this study, the design function is considered to consist of 
two phases: first the conceptual phase, in which the need fora product is trans
forrned into ideas; and then the geometrical phase, in which the ideas are trans
laled into a design. The conceptual phase results in a set of possible solutions to 
the problem posed.These are then evaluated and validated within the context 
of the following phase: the solution that is adopted must be the one that is most 
suitable foradoption in the geometrical phase of the process. 

The geometrical phase deals with physical function, forrn, fit , tolerance, 
weight, stiffness and so on. These physical qualities are the means by which the 
functions that the product has to perforrn may be realized. 

Since the conceptual phase is in large measure a creative and an inventive 
process, it cannot readily be forrnalized. It must therefore be Ie ft out of account 
in any attempt to integrate design with manufacture. It is the geometrical phase 
that offers the best avenue of approach in this direction. 
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The primary purpose of the geometrical phase of the design process is the 
generation of an unambiguous, complete representation of the product; one, 
furtherrnore, that can be manufactured. Besides this, the representation must 
be suitable for use as input to other, down-line functions, such as the manufac
turing planning function. For this reason, the product representation must in
clude such data as dimensions, tolerances and fits, as wellas material specifi
cations. Above all, in order to reduce the need for human intervention, the 
product representation has to be as complete as possible. 

The need fora complete and unambiguous product representation should be 
self evident. The problem is, however, that it is relatively simple to produce an 
inherently ambiguous product representation, as will be shown below. 

The requirement that a product representation must represent a product that is 
capable ofbeing manufactured necessitates the en forcement of manufacturing 
restrictions at the geometrical stage of the design process. The question then 
inevitably arises: what kind of manufacturing restrictions are relevant, and 
how may they be utilized? 

The major manufacturing restrictions are those due to forms that cannot be fa
bricated, and these fall into three categories: those thatcannot be made, no mat
ter what technology or equipment is used; forrns that cannot be manufactured 
by a specific technology; and forrns that cannot be manufactured by a specific 
machine or equipment. 

The notion that a given forrn cannot be manufactured, no matter what techno
logy, processor equipment is used, is a limitation that is more apparent than 
real since, given suitable materials, the inventiveness of the human mind 
permits the fabrication of virtually any conceivable forrn. 

An example of a forrn that cannot be fabricated by a specific technology is 
presented in Figure 3.1. 

The cavity caooot be mi lied, on the assumption that the tolerances specified are 
much smaller than the radius of the smallest available mill, since two of the 
corners are oot rounded. The piece could be fabricated by electrospark erosion, 
however. 
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Figure 3.1 . A cavity that cannot be milled 

The final category-forms that cannot be fabricated by a specific machine or 
equipment-is of minor importance when deterrnining whether a design can be 
manufactured. It is almost always possible to select a suitable machine. It is 
shown below that manufacturing restrictions that depend on the equipment to 
be used can be incorporated into the geometrical design phase. 

If one assumes that all geometrical forms can be constructed by using a limited 
number of basic objects, then the second category allows the use of a structured 
approach to the enforcement of manufacturing restrictions in the design phase. 
These basic objects, defined as geometrical forms that can be manufactured, 
are called Manufacturable Objects. One can only establish empirically that a 
geometrical form is a Manufacturable Object. 

The Manufacturable Object concept is the design and manufacturing planning 
counterpart of the application of a combination of one or more tools, machines 
and setups in the manufacturing phase. Examples ofManufacturable Objects 
are cavities, slots, shapes obtainable by bending, or assemblies. 

The concept of a Manufacturable Object consists of a geometrical form 
together with its application rules. The application rules ensure that a design 
can be manufactured. Figure 3.2 shows a forrn that can be manufactured in 
principal, although the application is incorrect. 
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Manufacturable Object 
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Figure 3.2. An incorrect application for a Manufacturable Object 

An example of the use of an application ruleis given in Figure 3.3. 

Manufacturable Object 

Figure 3.3. An example of an application rule 
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Figure 3.3 shows the removal of a cylinder from a cube. One application rule 
that guarantees that the removal can in fact be perfonned is: at least one planar 
face of the cylinder to be removed must coincide with a face of the cube. 

There are two distinct aspects to the notion of a Manufacturable Object: one re
lating to the geometrical design and one to the manufacturing process plan
ning. In the geometrical design phase it is only necessary to be eertaio that a 
Manufacturable Object has a stated geometrical fonn and that it can in deed be 
fabricated . In other words, it is only the final state of the Manufacturable 
Object that is of importance. In the manufacturing planning process, however, 
it is not the final state that is important, but rather the way in which that final 
state can be achieved. Thus, in the manufacturing process planning phase, the 
knowied ge ofhow a Manufacturable Object may be fabricated must be availa
ble. In the design phase eertaio parameters relevant to the accuracy achievable 
with a given Manufacturable Object must be available, such as surface 
roughness and fit. This may be achieved by the incorporation, within the 
design approach, of a model that 'knows' the accuracy of which the machine is 
capable and that 'knows' how each Manufacturable Object must be fabricated 
according to its specifications. 

A Manufacturing Machine Model is thus a fonnalization ofthe manufacturing 
abilities of a given type of manufacturing machine. 

Every manufacturing process, such as tuming, millirig, and so on, generates 
surfaces, so another consequence of the demand that the product description 
that is produced in the geometrical design phase must be capable of fabrication 
is that surfaces have tobedealt with in the design phase. Edges and vertices are 
by-products of the fabrication of surfaces. 

The requirement that a product description must be suitable as input to other, 
down-line functions, combined with the requirement that the geometrical 
design phase must genera te a description of a product that can actually be fabri
cated, imposes a eertaio requirement on the intemal geometrical representa
tion of the design. The manufacturing function and, thus, the manufacturing 
process planning function, needs a representation that is based on the initia] 
state of the product and the changes through which the various phases of the 
design pass on the way to the realization of the final object. The manufacturing 
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function transfonns raw material through a succession of operations, which 
are specified in the state description emanating from the geometrical design 
phase. 

The generation of a manufacturing process plan is still a skilied task which can 
be materially assisted by a clear state description and its state changes. Most 
geometrical design representations, however, pass descriptions of only the fi
nal state of an object to be fabricated to the manufacturing process planning 
phase. 

In order to detennine what kinds of geometrical modeHing methods are suita
ble for the present purposes, the two main categories wil! now be examined. 
These are a combination of engineering drawings and wire frame representa
tions, and solid models. The main distinction betweenthem is ambiguity: the 
engineering drawing and wire frame are inherently ambiguous (Arbab 1982, 
Campman 1987). Nonetheless, the engineering drawingis still the most com
monly used design representation. 

The following two sections will describe these two categoriesin greater detail 
and their suitability will also be discussed. 

3.1. Engineering Drawings and Wire Frames 

The engineering drawing is the oldest geometrical representation of a design 
used in mechanica] engineering. As has been stated in Chapter 1, Leonardo da 
Vinci was the first person to draw design sketches that were sufficiently clear 
that a craftsman could use them (Booker 1963). 

An engineering drawing consists of an adequate number of views of a design, 
each view being a projection of a three dimensional object onto a plane surf ace. 
A view is drawn using points, Jin es and curves. Unfortunately, not every set of 
points, Jin es and curves is a legitimate view of a physical object. Furthennore, 
no two projection views of a physical object can be completely independent. A 
set of consistent, legitimate views has therefore to be produced. It is unfortu
nately virtually impossible fora human to maintain the consistency of a set of 
engineering drawings during the design process. Inconsistencies are always 
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present, and they cause problems during the manufacturing process planning 
phase. In this phase, an inverse projection has to be created. The views have to 
be combinedintoa three dimensional model ofthe object and any inconsisten
cies in thesetof views supplied must be resolved by reference to the designer's 
intentions and on the basis of manufacturing experience: by the use of 'com
mon sense', in other words. Unfortunately, 'common sense' is very difficult to 
formalize. 

There are other severe drawbacks to engineering drawings. First of all, not 
every physical object can be unambiguously represented by a set of engineer
ing drawings. Physical objects that are constructed of surfaces that are smooth
ly curved in two directions cannot be unambiguously represented by any fini te 
number of views, although it is perfectly possible to define them exactly. 

Second, engineering drawings are based on vertices and edges, but these are 
by-products of manufacturing processes, which produce surfaces. The sur
faces, however, can only be inferred from the engineering drawings. 

Third, it is entirely possible to produce an engineering drawing of an object that 
cannot be fabricated. Figure 3.4 shows an engineering drawing of an object 
that cannot be produced in steel (for instance), since the axle, as drawn, cannot 
be inserted into the hole. 
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Figure 3.4. An engineering drawing which cannot be manufactured 
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Finally, engineering drawings are passed to the manufacturing planning office 
as final state descriptions. The manufacturing planning process must therefore 
generare the manufacturing plan ab initio. 

It should now be apparent, in view of the requirements statedat the beginning 
of this chapter, why engineering drawings cannot be considered as a suitable 
medium for the transmission of design information. 

We turn now toa discussion of the wire frame representation of an object. Th is 
consists of a set of spatial curves, called wires, that represent the edges of the 
physical solid . An edge is a curve on the boundary of the physical object along 
which the derivative of the surface is discontinuous. Wire frame models are 
easy to work with, although they do not capture enough of the shape properties 
of a physical object to convey the notion of solidity, since they do not model 
surfaces, which leads to the type of arnbiguity illustrated in Figure 3.5. 

b c 

Figure 3.5. An ambiguous wire-frame 

Figure 3.5 shows three physical solids (b, c, d) which have the same wire frame 
representation (a). Wire frames are even less informative than engineering 
drawings when describing the boundary surfaces of physical objects. In partic-
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u lar, they cannot handle curved surfaces. For exarnple, the only wires that can 
be associated with a finite, circular cylinder are two parallel circles. But this is 
the sarne representation as, among other things, two cones, as is illustrated in 
Figure 3.6. 

a 

b c 

Figure 3.6. A wire-frame model of curved surfaces 

Very smoothly curved surfaces, such as spheres, have no edges to represent at 
all. They must be represented by the addition of wires where no real edges are 
present. 

In condusion we can state that the same wire frame may represent more than 
one physical, solid object. Furthermore, it is passed on to the manufacturing 
planning department as a final state description of the object. Wire frames, 
therefore, cannot be considered to be suitable for the integration of design with 
manufacturing. 

3.2. Solid Modelling 

Solid modeHing refers toa class of geometrical models that unambiguously 
represent the shape of physical solid objects. An important characteristic of a 
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physical solid object is its geometrie form. Physical solids are therefore model
led as subsets of Euclidean three dimensional space, the geometrical proper
ties of which correspond to those of the modelled objects. One such set of geo
metrie properties is discussed in Requicha (1980), whose discussion, some
what paraphrased, is used in what follows. 

• Rigidity: rigidity refers to the property of the mvarianee of shape with re
spect to locating operations such as positioning and orientating. 

• Homogeneous three dimensionality: asolid must occupy a volume. It can 
inevitably have no isolatedor 'dangling' boundary segments, nor infinitely 
thin cracks. 

Finiteness: asolid must occupy a finite amount of space. 

C losure under physical operations: the result of the performance of such 
physical operations on asolid as relocation, or the ad dition and remaval of 
solid material, must again be asolid object. 

Boundary determinism: the boundary of asolid must unambiguously de
termine its exterior and its interior. 

Requicha ( 1977) argues that a suitable model for physical solids is thesetof all 
closed subsets of E3 (i.e. Euclidean three dimensional space). 

(See Appendix III for the forma! definitions.) A set is closed if it contains its 
own boundary. Furthermore, a set of mathematica! operators that operate on 
these closed sets is required in order to re present the result of manufacturing 
processes such as gluing, material removal, or assem bly, and also to solve such 
shape-related operations as checking for interference and adjacency. 

The set-theoretic operations that are obvious candidates for such a task are the 
operations of union, intersection and subtraction. However, closed sets do not 
remain closedunder these operations, as can beseen in Figure 3.7. 

The subtraction opera ti on in particular can eau se fundamental problems, since 
the result of its application is unbounded. Closed sets are therefore not suitable 
for the consistent modeHing of physical objects. 
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Figure 3.7. The subtraction operation perfonned with closed sets 

The notion of a physical boundary is quite 'fuzzy' at a microscopie scale. Wh en 
modeHing physical objects, their boundary should therefore beregardedas an 
abstract concept rather than a physical entity. The ideal geometrie shape and 
the position ofthe boundary can only be approximated to any required degree 
of precis ion. Physical objects are therefore modelled as open sets of material 
points bounded by surfaces, edges and vertices, which they do not contain and 
which do separate them from another set ofvoid points in space. The two im
mediate consequences of this viewpoint are that sutfaces, edges and vertices 
become abstract delimiters that separate two regionsof space- an occupied 
and a void region - and, since objects do not contain their boundaries, they 
cannot be connected at infinitely thin regions, such as corners or edges (Arbab 
1982). 

A large number of different solid modelling representations have been devised 
that satisfy the above properties. The two most promising representations, 
Constructive Solid Modelling and Boundary Representation, will be dis
cussed below. 

Boundary Representation is a method for descrihing a physical solid object in 
terms of its topological boundary. This boundary is divided into a finite 
number of faces, each of which can be defined in turn in different ways. One 
pop u lar method is the representation of each face in termsof its boundary edg
es and vertices (Braid 1974), see Figure 3.8. 

Only the huil of the solid object is descri bed, yet it is possible todetermine its 
interior or its exterior without ambiguity. 
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Nr. x y z 
z 

V(8) V( 

J DE(1) V(1) j 
2) I 100 100 100 

2 0 100 100 
3 100 0 100 
4 100 100 0 V(3) 
5 0 0 0 
6 100 0 0 

DE(5) 
7 0 100 0 
8 0 0 100 

DE(2) 

V(5) y 

I/ V V(7 

Figure 3.8a. Vertices list 

Nr. edge sa me 
direction 

x 
V(6) DE(3) V(4) 

I I true 
2 2 true 
3 3 true 

Nr. vertex! vertex2 4 4 true 
5 5 true 

1 I 3 6 6 true 
2 3 6 7 7 true 
3 6 4 8 8 true 

9 9 true 
10 10 true 
11 11 true 
12 12 true 
13 I fa! se 
14 2 fa! se 

4 7 4 
5 4 I 
6 I 2 
7 8 2 
8 2 7 
9 7 5 15 3 fa! se 

10 6 5 16 4 fa! se 
IJ 5 8 17 5 false 
12 8 3 18 6 fa! se 

19 7 fa! se 
20 8 fa! se 
21 9 fa! se Figure 3.8b. Edges 
22 10 false 
23 11 fa! se 
24 12 false 

Planar face equation: A * x + B * y + C * z + D = 0 Figure 3.8c. Directed edges list 

Nr. A B c D Directed edges 

1 I 0 0 -100 I 2 3 5 
2 0 I 0 -100 20 18 17 16 
3 0 0 1 -100 13 6 19 12 
4 -I 0 0 0 7 8 9 11 
5 0 -I 0 0 14 24 23 22 
6 0 0 -I 0 10 21 4 15 

Figure 3.8d. Faces list 

Figure 3.8. A Boundary Representation of a cube 
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Since manufacturing processes generate surfaces, the Boundary representa
tion comes ciosest to a geometrical model that is directly suitable for input to 
the manufacturing process planning. It does, however, have one major draw
back: it is a final state description ofthe object to be fabricated. Only the final 
state of the design is passed on to the manufacturing process planning phase, 
and so the manufacturing process plan, which is required for the fabrication of 
the final state, must be generated ab initio. In the discussion of engineering 
drawings above, we stated that generative manufacturing process planning 
remains a skilied task. The same reasoning would apply if all the interrnediate 
states, as well as the final state, were passed on to the manufacturing process 
planning department As such, therefore, Boundary Representation is not a 
suitable method for our purposes. 

Constructive Solid ModeHing is basedon the fundamental concept that asolid 
object can be represented as a series of additions and subtractions of various 
simpler soli ds. A representation of a physical solid object can be visualized in 
the forrn of a tree structure the leaves of which are primitive solids, the 
branches being nodes where operations are perforrned on the solids. This is il
lustrated in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9. A Constructive Solid ModeHing tree 
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Constructive Solid Modelling representations are complete and unambiguous, 
but they are not unique. As shown in Figure 3.10, a number of possible Con
structive Solid Modelling representations may re present the one physical solid 
object. In fact, the number of representations can be infinite. 

-~ 
~ r;•C-B:A-B+C 

B 

GJ 
A c 

Figure 3.1 0. A different Constructive Solid ModeHing tree 
for the same fin al geometrical form 

The variety of representations of the same physical object is one of the ways in 
which alternative manufacturing process plans may be generated. 

One disadvantage of this metbod of representing the design of productsis that 
it is possible togenera te arepresentation that bears no relationship to the opera
tions required for its manufacture. Anotherdisadvantage is that no representa
tion of faces is available, except in the primitive solid model, and so a design 
representation that has to deal with manufacturing restrictions, basedon the 
Constructive Solid ModeHing technique alone, is useless. lt has to be 
converted to a Boundary Representation. 
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3.3. Manufacturing-Oriented Design 

Neither of the design representations discussed above is suitable for our pur
poses by itself. When modified and combined, however, a suitable representa
tion can be contrived. The Manufacturing-Oriented Design representation 
proposed hereis such a modeHing technique. 

Manufacturing -Oriented Design is a manufacturing oriented approach to geo
metrical design that is basedon solid modeHing representations.lt is a combi
nation of a modified Constructive Solid ModeHing representation and a 
Boundary representation. The latterrepresentation is updated aftereach opera
tion, and each operation performed is recorded on the Constructive Solid 
ModeHing Tree. 

One of the modifications to the Constructive Solid ModeHing representation is 
that each design transformation, each node of the tree, requires a manufactura
ble counterpart. (See Appendix IV.) For instance, the subtract transformation 
has a material removal technique as its manufacturable counterpart. This can 
be milling, electrospark erosion, or another suitable technique. Furthermore, 
the actdition transformation must be split into two distinct operations: combine 
and merge. The combine transformation, for instance, has weldingor gluing as 
its manufacturable counterpart. The merge transformation generates user de
fined primitive solicts that may be manufactured by casting, for instance. These 
design transformations are called Manufacturable Transformations. 

The combination of a Boundary representation and a Constructive Solid 
ModeHing representation, even though it is extended with the ioclusion of 
Manufacturable Transformations, is still not sufficient for our purposes, since 
it is possible to generate a design that cannot be fabricated. 

Figure 3.11, for instance, shows a cylinder that is subtracted from a cube in a 
way that cannot be manufactured. The material cannot be removed. 

In order to be able to handle manufacturing restrictions, Manufacturing
Oriented Design must be supplemented with the conceptsof Manufacturable 
Objects, Manufacturing Machine Models, and Implicit Locating. 
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Subtracted cylinder 
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Figure 3.11. A subtraction that cannot be manufactured 

As has been explained, a Manufacturable Object is a geometrical farm which, 
it has been demonstrated, cao be fabricated. The concept of a Manufacturable 
Object is the design and manufacturing process planning counterpart to the 
application of a combination of one or more tools, machines and setups (see 
Appendix IV). The Manufacturable Object concept consistsof a geometrical 
farm tagether with its application rules. 

A Manufacturing Machine Model is a model of an available manufacturing 
machine that 'knows' the accuracy that can be achieved by the machine, as well 
as which tools and workpiece setups can be used to fabricate (a part of) each 
available Manufacturable Object or Manufacturable Object transformation 
according to the specifications. The Manufacturing Machine Model concept 
handles the part of the manufacturing restrictions that depend on the equip
ment used. 

We have nat yet dealt with two kinds of manufacturing restrictions: tolerances 
and fits. In order to deal with the design counterparts of the limitations on 
manufacturing accuracy the concept of Implicit Location is introduced. An 
Implicit Location specifies the location (position and orientation) of asolid 
object or a Manufacturable Object with constraints relative to another solid 
object. Examples of these constraints are faces that have to meet, edges and 
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vertices that have to coincide, or a peg that has to be inserted in a hole. The main 
advantage of the Implicit Location concept lies in the fact that tolerances and 
fitscan bedealt with functionally, as they are in the product's manufacturing 
phase, since the constrained design objects and the relevant constraints are re
corded on the Constructive Solid ModeHing tree. This allows identification of 
the manufactured referential objectsin correspondence with the designed refe
rential objects during the course of fabrication, as well as the location of the 
physical solid or the Manufacturable Object, as specified by the restraints. 

G u 
Cube Cylinder Quarter cylinder 

Wedge Pyramid Tetrahedron 

Figure 3.12. The available primitive solids 

The two geometrical design representations of a Manufacturing-Oriented 
Design also need primitive solids. The definition of a new primitive solid can 
be tedious and a few primitives have therefore been predefined. 

These are a cube, a wedge, a tetrahedron, a quarter cylinder, a cylinder, and a 
pyramid, all of which are illustrated in Figure 3.12. 

In addition, a number of operations on solids, such as 'locate', 'merge', 'com
bine', 'subtract', and 'apply Manufacturable Object' have been implemented in 
order to generate new solids, as is shown in Appendix IV. For convenience, 
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primitives such as a cylinder have also been implemented, even though they 
can be generated from other primitives. 

A typ i cal example ofthe useofManufacturing-Oriented design is presented in 
Chapter 5. 
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3.4. Summary 

The design representation developed here differs from those with which most 
designers are familiar, in that it takes account of manufacturing restrictions. 
Furthermore, it adopts a different viewpoint towards the integration of design 
and manufacturing. 

Of the six main categories of manufacturing process - primary shaping, 
forming processes, material removal, joining, coating, and material feature 
changing- three can bedealt with directly: primary shaping (the merge trans
formation), material removal (through the Manufacturable Object concept and 
the subtract transformation), and joining (through the combine transforma
tion). The last two categoriescan be incorporated with only relatively minor 
adaptations of the concept. 

Porming processes may be tackled with the aid of the Manufacturable Object 
concept, but they are not so well catered for as the other categories, since the 
outcome of the manufacturing phase depends much more on such features of 
the material as its elasticity, texture, grain si ze, stress state, and effective defor
mation. Further research is needed in order to include the forming process. 

The most important concept of Manufacturing-Oriented Design is the Manu
facturable Object concept which represents an attempt to formalize the 
knowledge possessed by a skilied worker. Furthermore, it can be a powerful 
instrument in the handling of manufacturing restrictions in the design phase. 
U nfortunately, the definition of new Manufacturable Objects, and their appli
cation rules in particular, is a tedious task. These rules formalize knowledge 
about what shapes, in which application contexts, can be manufactured. Cur
rently, the number of Manufacturable Objects available and in particular the 
number of application rules for these Manufacturable Objects is too small. 
Further research is required before it can be guaranteed that a given design can 
in fact be fabricated. 

Another important concept when handling manufacturing restrictions in the 
geometrical design phase is the Manufacturing Machine Model concept. This 
concept introduces the available machinery and equipment, in particular their 
limitations, into the design phase. 
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Finally, the Implicit Location concept pairs the functional relations between 
different features of the design, such as faces and edges, within the limitations 
of the accuracy that can be attained by the manufacturing process. 
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Manufacturing Process Planning 

The function of manufacturing process planning is the generation and valida
tion of a manufacturing process planfora design, the objective being the selec
tion and detailed definition of the manufacturing processes that have to be per
formed in order totransfarm raw material into a prescribed shape. Primarily 
this means defining technically and economically feasible manufacturing pro
cesses. The available resources, such as manufacturing machines, tools and 
Iabour, serve as constraints. 

The production of a manufacturing process plan includes the selection of feasi
ble manufacturing processes, the selection of machines and tools sets, the 
generation and selection of setups, the selection of tools, the design and selec
tion of jigs and fixtures and, finally, the calculation of manufacturing condi
tions and the generation of tooi paths. 

The selection oftechnically and economically feasible manufacturing proces
ses depends on the product design, the machines selected, the tools and setups 
chosen, the batch size, and the necessary jigs and fixtures. The purpose ofthis 
phase is the selection of those manufacturing processes that cao realize the 
product specification at an acceptable cast. The determination ofthe sequence 
of manufacturing processes depends on the design of the product, the machine 
chosen, the tooi set selected, and the necessary manufacturing operations. lts 
purpose is twofold. First, tolerances and precisions may require a specific 
fabrication sequence and, second, the nonproductive casts of loading/unload
ing and setting-up have to be minimized. 

The selection of machines and tooi sets depend on the design of the product, the 
characteristics of the machines and tools that are available, the cast of the 
manufacturing operation with each machine and each appropriate tooi set, and 
the batch size. The major criteria are cast, availability of the necessary ma
chines and tools and, sometimes, quality . 
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The generation and selection of setups depend on the design of the product, the 
specifications of the machine chosen, and the specifications of the selected 
tooi set. Th is phase comes into play since a given machine may not be able to 
perform a specified manufacturing operation with a specific setup. 

The selection of tools depends on the product design, the machine selected, the 
setups chosen, the tooi set selected, the manufacturing operations chosen, the 
sequence of manufacturing operations, and the selected jigs and fixtures . 

The design and selection of jigs and fixtures takes account of the product 
design, the machine chosen, the manufacturing operations, the available jigs 
and fixtures, the selected tools and the selected manufacturing conditions. The 
outputs of this phase are not only the selected jigs and fixtures, but also the 
product position and orientation in relation to the manufacturing machine. 

The determination of the manufacturing conditions and the tooi paths requires 
details of the product design, the specifications of the selected manufacturing 
machine, the specifications of the selected tools, the specifications of the se
lected jigs and fixtures, and the position and orientation of the product relative 
to the selected manufacturing machine. The outputs ofthis phase are the manu
facturing conditions, the estimated tooi wear, the estimated manufacturing 
times, the estimated manufacturing costs and the tool paths.These outputs are 
required for the generation of a manufacturing program for each machine 
(Erve 1988). 

4.1. Types of Manufacturing Process Planning 

Two basic types of manufacturing process planning may be distinguished: the 
retrieval type and the generative type. 

Retrieval planning is basedon group technology methods, by which manufac
turing parts are coded and classified into family groups. Each family 
camprises parts that have a sufficient number of partsin common that they can 
be fabricated by a common method. 
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The generati ve type of planning generates a new manufacturing process plan 
for every partab initia. Th is type of planning uses mathematica! models for the 
description of the selection process (Weill, Spur, Eversheim 1982). 

The generative type of manufacturing process planning is far more powerful 
than the retrieval type, since the latter is limited by the number of predefined 
groups. Unfortunately, generalive planning requires human inventiveness, 
and this cannot yet be formalized, which means that human intervention will 
necessarily be associated with generative planning, at least for the foreseeable 
future . Human skill will also be needed foranother reason: the combinatorial 
explosion. Even if only a few alternative machines, tools, setups and jigs are 
available, the number of possible manufacturing process plans soon becomes 
extremely large. If each possible plan had to be evaluated every time an artiele 
went into production, there is no conceivable way that the item would be 
manufactured within an acceptable time frame, if at all. The only way to filter 
this wealth of information is to use the skilied worker's experience as a guide 
through the maze in the selection of the most economically viabie manufactu
ring process plan. 

4.2. The Approach Chosen 

As the reader may by now have gathered, manufacturing process planning is 
nota particularly straightforward activity. All the activities in the process are 
to some extent interdependent. The concepts of Manufacturing-Oriented 
Design introduced in the previous chapter do facilitate the preparation of a 
manufacturing process plan, in that five ofthe concepts incorporated in Manu
facturing-Oriented Design- the Constructive Solid ModeHing tree of a geo
metrical design, the Manufacturable Objects, the Manufacturable Transfor
mations, Implicit Location, and the Manufacturing Machine Models - are 
relevant to the preparation of a manufacturing process plan. 

The Constructive Solid ModeHing tree of a design includes the specification of 
the raw materials needed and the transformations applied in the design phase. 
Each design transformation can be a Manufacturable Transformation, an Im
plicit Location, or the application of a Manufacturable Object. 
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As has been mentioned above, each manufacturing machine available has a 
model, the Manufacturing Machine Model. The model of a manufacturing ma
chine knows if the corresponding manufacturing machine is capable of exe
cuting a Manufacturable Transformation, an Implicit Location, or the applica
tion of a Manufacturable Object. Ifthe machine is capable of executing them, 
then the Manufacturing Machine Model knows, or is able to calculate, which 
combinations of setups, tools and fixturesis suitable fortheir execution. Fur
thermore, the Model is able todetermine the manufacturing conditions and to 
generate the necessary tooi paths. It also allows the simulation ofthe machine 
and the product while generating the tooi paths. 

The Constructive Solid ModeHing tree can thus be used as a guide for the 
generation of a manufacturing process plan. It can be regarded as a high level 
outline ofthe manufacturing process plan. The Constructive Solid ModeHing 
tree, which is also called the history of a design, is passed on to the Manufactu
ringProcessPlanner processor (see Chapter2) as the contents ofthe interaction 
generateManufacturingPlan. 

Optimization may require a change in the sequence in which the design trans
formations are applied which may, in turn, lead to an intermedia te state that 
cannot be manufactured. Since our objective is to take explicit account of 
manufacturing limitations, it is good practice not to change the order in which 
transformations are executed, unless one is perfectly certain that the changed 
sequence can in fact be executed and will produce the required product. 

It is usualto generatea selection of alternative manufacturing process plans, 
since the planningprocessis time consuming and the selected machines, tools, 
jigs and fixtures may not be available when required. They may, for instance, 
be undergoing repair. The approach chosen allows the generation of alterna
tive manufacturing plans by the selection of other machines, tools, setups,jigs 
and fixtures. 
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4.3. Summary 

The concepts selected for incorporation in Manufacturing-Oriented Design 
categorize the manufacturing process planning phase as a powerlul type of re
trieval manufacturing process planning operation. 

Although it is possible toselect machines, tools, setups,jigs and fixtures auto
matically, given the design's Constructive Solid ModeHing tree and the 
models of the available manufacturing machines, the necessary equipment is 
selected by a hu man planner. The interdependence of the activities associated 
with manufacturing process planning, coupled with the potential non-availa
bility of a certain item of equipment due to their being braken or defective, 
leads one to the condusion that the fully automatic generation of a manufactu
ring process plan is overly complex and, furthermore, undesirable, since 
skilied plannerscan u setheir experience toselect suitable combinations of ma
chines, tools, setups, etc., with relative ease. The user is therefore requested to 
select the desired machines and tools. The validity ofthe choices is then tested 
against the model of the machine selected. The Manufacturing Machine 
Model is asked whether the corresponding machine is capable of executing the 
given Implicit Location, the Manufacturable Transformation or the applica
tion of a Manufacturable Object with the chosen tools. The model is a bie to de
duce this information on the basisofits knowledge of the design transforma
tions, or itcan determine it by calculating the tooi pa tbs needed; forexample by 
camparing them with the reach of the selected machine. 

The output of the manufacturing process plan serves as inputfora number of 
down-line functions: capacity planning, requirements planning, machine laad 
balancing, master production scheduling, and routine planning. A discussion 
of the interface between the manufacturing process plan and these further 
functions is beyond the scope of this study. 

The fabrication of a Manufacturable Object requires tools, but which tools are 
required depends on the context within which the workis executed, the place, 
and the application environment. 

Th is is illustrated in Figure 4.1, in which the Manufacturable Object to be fa
bricated is a groove in an axle. 
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Figure 4.1. The context dependenee of Manufacturable Objects 

Th is can be manufactured using a lathe and a grooving tooi (Figure 4.1 a). The 
same Manufacturable Object but applied at a different location on the axle 
(Figure 4.1 b ), can be produced using a lathe and an end facer. The facer cannot 
produce the Manufacturable Object shown in Figure 4.1 a. For each Manufac
turable Object one thus needs to know which tool toselect for the given context 
of application. 

In ordertotest the concepts included in the Manufacturing-Oriented Design, a 
limited number of machines, setups, tools,jigs and fixtures have been model
led. Two machines, si x categones of tools, a welding manipulator, two setups, 
and two fixtures and jigs have been modelled. Software tools are available to 
permit the modelling of new items of equipment, and so an extension of the 
capabilities ofthe manufacturing process planning phase is relatively simple. 

Of course, thecurrently limited numberof machines, tools, setups,jigs and fix
tures available as models does represent a disadvantage in that it may be possi
bie that no available combination is capable of executing a Manufacturable 
transformation or of fabricating a Manufacturable Object. The number of 
combinations available as models will have to be enlarged. 
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A Typical Example 

Th is chapter presents a casestudy that serves as an example of the concepts in
troduced in the foregoing chapters. The work is based on software written in 
Smalltalk-80, which is an object-oriented computer programming language 
(Goldberg 1984, Goldberg, Robson 1985). 

For the purposes of our example, we consider the design of a product the manu
facture of which requires two material remaval operations. The design of a 
manufacturing process plan farms part ofthe example. The example product is 
depicted in Figure 5.1. 

A 

Figure 5.1. The product to be designed 
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The manufacturing process plan, once generated, is transformed into a manu
factoring machine program which has been executed using a Maho 700S five
axis milling machine. 

The geometrical design phase starts with an evaluation ofthe Smalltalk- 80 ex
pression 'ProductDesigninterface open'. The view that functions as a user in
terface then opens up on the computer screen. 

The design of the product cammeneed with the copying of a primitive cube, 
followed by resizing it toa si de lengthof 80 mm. Before a copy of a primitive is 
made, the material of which it is to be fabricated, the surface roughness and, if 
appropriate, the fit of the solid are requested. The material to be used deter
mines the conditions ofthe manufacturingprocess that will be specified in the 
manufacturing process planning phase. In the design phase the des i red accura
cy is required to check whether a supplier can offer the accuracy desired, or 
whether the machines available can produce the object from a basic piece of 
materiaL The accuracy of an available machine may be checked by reference 
to the Manufacturing Machine Model, which is an implementation of one facet 
of the manufacturingRestrictions interaction mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3. 

The next step in the design phase was the application of a Manufacturable Ob
ject which removes all the material above a plane surface. The Manufacturable 
Object must first itself be made, however. This is done by copying a primitive 
Manufacturable Object together with the relevant surface roughness and, 
where appropriate, the fit. These values are combined with the type of the 
Manufacturable Object and compared with the values attainable with the 
available manufacturing machines by consultatien of the relevant Manufac
turing Machine Models. 

In the program as it is currently implemented there are four primitive Manufac
turable Objects available: a cylindrical hole, a planar material removal, a 
rounded cavity, and a cylinder. The first three are material remaval operations 
and the lastoneis an assembly primitive. 

Figure 5.2 shows the Manufacturable Objects required for this example. As 
can be seen, we need a copy of the planar material remaval primitive and a 
scaled copy of the rounded cavity Manufacturable Object, in addition to the 
cube mentioned above. 
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Figure 5.2. The Manufacturable Objects needed 

Figure 5 .2a shows the plan ar material remaval Manufacturable Object. Figure 
5.2bshows theroundedcavity. This hasa widthof30mm, aheightof30mm, a 
depth of 20 mm, and a corner radius of 7.5 mm. The Manufacturable Objects 
generated are added to the Manufacturable Objectslist of the design user inter
face. 

Before the material remaval Manufacturable Object can be used, it has to be lo
cated (positioned and orientated) which operation can be perforrned in two 
ways: explicitly or implicitly. Explicit location means that the coordinates of 
thereference frame-the central axis system ofthe design object-are explicit
ly specified. The concept oflmplicit Location, as has been explained in Chap
ter 3, means that the location, the position and the orientation of the object are 
specified by the constraints. The Implicit Location concept is an aspect of the 
manufacturingRestrictions interaction introduced in Chapter 2. The outcome 
of the location of the planar material removal Manufacturable Object is shown 
in Figure 5.3. 

The next step is the application of the planar material remaval Manufacturable 
Object, the outcome of which is revealed in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.3. The outcome of the Implicit Location 
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Figure 5.4. The result of the application 

The material above the plane surface has been removed. Befare a Manufactu
rable Objectcan be applied its validity has to be tested using the relevant appli
cation rules. 
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We now have to locate the Manufacturable Object that corresponds to the 
rounded cavity, and then we have to apply it. The location and the application 
of this Manufacturable Object are similar to the previous operations, except 
that a different Implicit Location methad has been used. The result is shown in 
Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5. The final design result 

The design of the product is now complete. lts design history, the Constructive 
Solid ModeHing tree, is shown in Figure 5.6. 

Figure 5.6 showshow the product has been designed. The top left-hand list is 
the history, the Constructive Solid ModeHing tree of the design. The item se
lected in this list is the first 'ApplyManufacturableObject' operation. The type 
of Manufacturable Object applied, a PlanarMateria!Removal, and the planar 
face equation, are shown in the bottorn right-hand view. 

The process of creating a manufacturing process plan for this product is per
formed by passing on the history of the design to the manufacturing process 
planning phase. This is a task for the generateManufacturingPlan interaction 
discussed in Chapter 2. Befare doing this, however, a model ofthe work cell to 
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be used has to be configured. Th is is necessary for the simulation and the vali
dation of the manufacturing process plan that has been generated. 

Equetlon: 
(•0.406679 - 0 .405679 

-0.619153 65.5322) 

Figure 5.6. The history of the designed product 

After contiguration of the work cell with the relevant machine(s)- in this case 
only a Maho 700S milling machine- the user interface appears as shown in 
Figure 5.7. 

The centrallist shown in Figure 5.7 shows the machines in use. The tools 
currently in use are shown in the right-hand list. The design history of the 
product- the Constructive Solid ModeHing tree- can be found in the top left
hand list of the user interface. Th is last list is rather special, in that the user may 
only pass down the list in a stepwise fashion, si nee the history of the design is 
used as a guide for the manufacturing planning phase. The item selected is 
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therefore the last item in the list which, in Figure 5.7 is shown as Positioning, 
has no manufacturable counterpart. The earl i er items in the Constructive Solid 
Modelling tree, up to the Positioning item, represent a description of the initia!, 
raw shape of the product to be manufactured. The Positioning item may be ig
nored for this particular machine as a consequence of the setup chosen. The 
next step, therefore, is the application of the planar material removal Manufac
turable Object by selecting 'step' in the menu of the history list. Before it is ap
plied, the Manufacturing Machine Model ( ofthe machine selected) is interro
gated todetermine whether the machine is capable of executing the operation 
chosen. If it cannot, then the user is requested toselect another machine from a 
list of suitable machine types that is provided automatically. 

Manufacturing process planning of product: cube I 

Display Manipulator 

Figure 5. 7. The manufacturing process planning user interface 

Figure 5.8. A face shell end mill 
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The Manufacturing Machine Model ofthe Maho 700S milling machine knows 
that the planar material remaval operation can be executed by using the face 
shell end mill shown in Figure 5.8. 

This particular mill is nat at present inserted in the machine's tooi bolder, soa 
change aftooi is needed. A list of suitable tools is supplied automatically to the 
user. Aftera suitable tooi has been selected, the tooi paths needed to execute 
the planar material remaval operation are generated and simulated, as shown 
in Figure 5.9, which shows a simulation ofthe manufacturing machine and the 
simulated product. 

Figure 5.9. The simulation of the generated toolpaths 

The final step in this exercise is the application ofthe Manufacturable Object to 
genera te the rounded cavity. Th is is executed on the Maho 700S by means of a 
slot mill, shown in Figure 5.10, which means that another tool change must be 
perfarm ed. 

Befare the tools are fitted to the selected machine they are checked for suitabi
lity using the design transformation as reference. Por example, the tooi type, 
radius and free height are checked. 
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Figure 5.10. A slot mill 
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Figure 5.11. The result of the manufacturing process planning phase 
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N70 (Apply manufacturable object rnatchlng planar matQrial removal) 
NSO GO X350.0 Y200.0 zo.o· A-35.002 B-314.997 
N90 G1 X-0.005 Y129.927 2142.086 
N100 01 X-0.005 Y126.427 2142.086 
N 110 01 X-0.003 Y 126.426 2177.086 
N120 G1 X-6.105 Y126.426 2184.536 
N130 Q I X6.099 Y 126.425 Z 184.535 
N140 G I X-0.003 Y 126.426 Z 177.066 
N 150 G I X-0,005 \' 126.427 Z 142,066 
N 160 G 1 X-0.005 V 126.427 2139.636 
N170 Gl X-0.005 Y122.927 2139.636 
N1BO G1 X-0.003 Y122.926 2174.635 
N190 G1 X-12.207 Y122.925 2169.535 
N200 01 X12.202 Y122.925 Z169.53G 
N210 G1 X-0.003 Y 122.926 2174.635 
N220 G1 X-0.005 Y122.927 2139.636 
N230 G1 X-0.005 Y 122.927 Z 137.185 
N240 G1 X-0.005 Y119.427 2137.185 
N250 G I X-0.003 Y 119.426 Z 172.185 
N260 G1 X-18,308 Y119.424 2194,533 
N270 G1 X18.304 Y119.426 2194.532 
N280 01 X-0.003 Y 119.426 2172.165 
N290 01 X-0.005 Y119.427 2137.185 
N300 G1 X-0.006 Y119.427 2134.734 
N310 G1 X-0.005 Y116.927 2134.734 
N320 01 X-0.003 Y 115.926 2169.734 
N330 01 X-24.41 Y115.924 2199.532 
N340 0 1 X24.407 Y 115.925 Z 199.53 
N360 01 X-0,003 Y115.926 2169.734 
N360 G1 X-0.006 Y115.927 2134.734 
N370 G1 X-0.005 Y115.927 2132.283 
N380 G1 X-0.005 Y112.427 2132.283 
N390 G 1 X-0.003 Y 112.426 Z 167.283 
N400 G1 X-30.512 Y112.423 2204.531 
N410 G 1 X:30.509 Y 112.425 2204.628 
N420 G 1 X-0.003 Y 112,426 2167.283 

Figure 5 .12. The generated machine program 

The final result of the manufacturing process planning phase is shown in 
Figure 5.11, which shows the manufacturing process plan that has been gener
ated as a result of the foregoing steps. 
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The top left-hand list of Figure 5.11 shows the manufacturing operations that 
have to be executed. 

The bottorn right-hand list shows the paths the milling machine has to follow in 
order to ex ecu te the planar material remaval Manufacturable Object. The ele
ments of the 'OrderedCollection' of paths are axis veetors that specify an end 
position for the milling machine. The manufacturing process plan thus 
generated can be transforrned into one or more machine programs. The 
generated machine program is shown in Figure 5.12. 

The automatically generated machine program was used to control the Maho 
700S milling machine, with the result shown in Figure 5.13. 

The fabricated product was measured and was found to comply with the design 
specifications. 

Figure 5.13. The manufactured product 
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5.1. Remarks 

The foregoing discussion merits some further remarks. 

Every concept introduced in this study has been demonstrared with the excep
tion of the Manufacturable Transformation concept. An example of a Manu
facturable Transformation is the welding tagether of two parts by a robot. 

It may be that, during the development of a manufacturing process plan, the 
implementation or execution of a number of Manufacturable Objects will 
cause a degree of mutual interference. Under such circumstances it would 
probably be possible to devise a more economical manner to execute the 
Manufacturable Objects. Minimization of the cost of production depends 
rather on the batch size or production run contemplated, but no attention has 
been paid to optimization problems of this type in this study. 

The actual workshop situation on which this study was implemenred used one 
fixed set up: one machine and a clamp. This resulted in a rather restricted 
manufacturing process plan and, clearly, limited the type of products that 
could be manufactured. 

Finally, the design of the product used in this typ i cal example is rather simple. 
It is easy to design and fabricate more complex products, however, since the 
capabilities of Manufacturing-Oriented Design is restricted only by the num
ber ofManufacturable Objects and Manufacturing Machine Models available. 
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5.2. Summary and Conclusions 

The software developed during the course of this study, which is basedon the 
concepts discussed, has been shown to achieve the desired inlegration of 
design and manufacturing. The package as it stands at present, however, is not 
suitable for industrial use, since it contains only a few Manufacturable Object 
primitives and Implicit Location methods, and is restricted by the incorpora
tion of modelsof only a few machines, tools, setups, jigs and fixtures. The last 
two categones can be extended with relative ease, however, but the extension 
of the first category- the number of Manufacturable Object primitives- is a 
fairly complex operation which will bedealt with more fully in the following 
chapter. 

A number of areas have not yet been sufficiently ex plored to allow their inclu
sion in the software package, one among which is the automatic generation of 
fixtures and setups. Markus ( 1987) has proposed strategies for the generation 
of modular fixtures on the basis ofknown setups. Once again, the generation of 
setups is a task that can be accomplished with relative ease by a skilied worker, 
but one that is difficult to formalize. The design representation chosen may 
well considerably ease the automatic generation of setups, but further work 
remains to be done in this area. 

The power of the concepts developed allow other functions to be included 
within the package: structural analysis, for example, or collision-free path 
planning, or 'Design for Assembly' (Boothroyd 1982), as well as such func
tions as requirement planning, scheduling, route planning, capacity planning, 
expediting and inventory controL Collision-free path planning is particularly 
important when generating manufacturing plans for robots. Lozano-Perez 
(1981) has carried outextensive research in this area. As a step towards the full 
implementation of collision-free path planning within the current software, a 
callision detection routine has beenincorporated, which signals the occurrence 
of a colli si on, if one should occur. 

In combination with the Process Interaction Approach, the concepts presented 
here could be extended to the control of more than single machine tooi units: 
they may even be extended as far as the control of a complete factory, with the 
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manufacturing process plan in that case serving as a prescription for the de
sired actions for the factory controller. 

Although far from being a complete package, the software in its present state of 
development has demonstrated that the concepts developed in the previous 
chapters are suitable for the integration of geometrical design and manufactu
ring. 
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Results and Conclusions 

The foregoing chapters have introduced eertaio concepts for the integration of 
the design and manufacture of mechanica! products. The experience gained 
thus far with these concepts has shown that they are capable of achieving the 
desired integration. Their power springs from the enforcement of manufactu
ring restrictions at the geometrical design stage, which ensures a guarantee that 
a design generated according to the metbod described will be capable ofbeing 
fabricated. Only relatively few concepts are necessary in order to superimpose 
manufacturing restrictions on the geometrical design process. These are: 
Manufacturable Transformations, Manufacturable Objects, Manufacturing 
Machine Models, Implicit Location, and two geometrical rnadelling represen
tations - Boundary Representation and Constructive Solid Modelling. 

A Manufacturable Transformation is a design transformation that has a manu
facturable counterpart. For example, the 'combine' transformation has welding 
as its manufacturable counterpart. 

A Manufacturable Object is a geometrical shape, tagether withits application 
rules. The geometrical form is a form that can in principal be fabricated. The 
relevant application rules guarantee that the geometrical form can be fabrica
ted within a specific context. 

A Manufacturing Machine Model is a model of an available machine. The 
model knows if the corresponding machine is capable of fabricating a Manu
facturable Object or executing a Manufacturable transformation and it also 
knows how to manufacture such a design transforma ti on. The Manufacturing 
Machine Model introduces the available machines and associated equipment
in particular their limitations- into the geometrical design process and into the 
generation of a manufacturing process plan. 
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Implicit Location is a metbod whereby the limited accuracy that is attainable 
by a given manufacturing process may betaken into account. It allows a func
tional approach to the problem of incorporating manufacturing tolerances and 
fits into the design phase. The recording of items of reference by the metbod of 
Implicit Location allows the incorporation of sensors in the manufacturing 
process, which means that the values obtained from the sensorscan be campa
red with the required values, so that corrections can be generated if necessa
ry. 

The Boundary Representation is introduced since manufacturing processes 
produce surfaces which have to be incorporated into the geometrical design 
phase in order to take account of manufacturing restrictions. 

In order to reduce human interven ti on, manufacturing process planning needs 
a design representation that is based on the initia! state of an object, together 
with a list of the state changes through which the object passes on its way to be
coming a finished product. Constructive Solid ModeHing has thus been intro
duced into the geometrical design phase to take account of this. A consequence 
of this introduetion is that only a number of Manufacturable Objects ha ving 
simple geometrical forms need to be made available, si nee these can be combi
ned into more complex geometrical forms. The application rules associated 
with the geometrical forms ensure that the design can in fact be fabricated. 

The Manufacturable Object concept is particularly important in the enforce
ment of manufacturing restrictions on the geometrical design, si nee Manufac
turable Objects represent a formalization of what can actually be fabricated. 
The definition of new Manufacturable Objects, in particular their application 
rules, remains, unfortunately, a tedious task, since the generation of applica
tion rules formalizes the context- dependent knowied ge of what can actually 
be fabricated. The rules are not only context dependent, however, they also 
depend on the equipment available. For example, the creation of a hole in a 
block requires a certain amount of freespace around the blockin the vicinity of 
the hole to be made, in order that the available equipment can reach the site to 
begin its work. Th is dependenee on the actual equipment available to do a par
ticular job is handled by the Manufacturing Machine Model. The context
dependency of the concept is handled by the application rul es, which can lead 
toa great number of rul es foreach object due to the large number of contextsin 
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which it can be fabricated. Th is clearly reveals the need for more research at a 
fundamentallevel in order to formalize what can be fabricated in each given 
application context. It is suggested that mathematica! rather than empirica! 
methods might prove more powerlul in this endeavour. 

Six fundamental fabrication techniques have been considered: primary 
shaping, forming processes, material removal, joining, coating, and material 
feature changing ( such as hardening or annealing). Of these, three can bedealt 
with directly on the basis of the concepts introduced here: primary shaping, 
material removal, and joining. Coating and material feature changing can 
readily be incorporated. The forming process might be tackled with the help of 
the Manufacturable Object concept, but it is not so well suited to the concept as 
the processes that have been incorporated. 

The processes might also be tackled at the manufacturing process planning 
stage, when this generates corrective actions. This occurs in the manufacturing 
phase when the form as fabricated doesnotmatch the form desired. A series of 
'what to do when ... 'rul es has to be generated and included in the Manufactura
ble Object concept. This remains a matter for further research. 

Designers may think that the concepts developed and presenred here may limit 
their freedom by the imposition of manufacturing restrictions on the design 
phase. But such restrictions have to be dealt with, either in the geometrical 
design phase or in the manufacturing process planning phase. The separation 
of the design function from the manufacturing function has lead, over the 
centuries si nee the time of Leonardo da Vinci, to the neglect of manufacturing 
restrictions during the course of the development of a design. 

In this re gard, designers have acquired more freedom, but the consequence has 
often been an increase in the number of problems that have to be solved at the 
manufacturing process planning phase. The introduetion of manufacturing 
restrictions a tas early a stage as possible-i.e. at the geometrical design phase
does leadtoa desirabie integration of the design and manufacturing processes. 

The main advantages of the concepts introduced hereare that they guarantee, 
at the geometrical design stage, that a design, once produced, can actually be 
manufactured. They also offer the rapid generation of manufacturing process 
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plans, and they thus substantially reduce the time taken to traverse the path 
between design and manufacture. 
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Appendix I 

Smalltalk-80 

Smalltalk-80 is a large, graphical, interactive programming environment. In 
this appendix the basic concepts ofthe SmalltaJk-80 object-oriented program
ming language SmalltaJk-80 will be discussed. The programming environ
ment has been described by Goldberg (1984). This appendix rephrases the de
finitions given in Goldberg and Robson (1985). 

1.1. The Main Concepts of Smalltalk-80 

The main conceptsof Smalltalk -80 are objects and messages. An object repre
sents a component of the Smalltalk -80 software system. For example, objects 
represent numbers, strings and views of other objects. An object consists of 
some private memory and a set of operations. The nature of an ob jeet's opera
tions depends on the type of component it represents. For instanee objects 
representing veetors can perform vector operations. 

A message is a request for an object to ex ecu te one of its operations. A message 
specifies which operation is desired, but not how that opera ti on should be per
formed. The receiver, the object to which the message was sent, determines 
how to carry out the operation requested. For instance, a complex number 
responds differently to an actdition operation than does an integer. 

Thesetof messages to which an object can respond is called its interface with 
the rest of the system. The only way to interact with an object is through its in
terface. A crucial property of an object is that its private memory can be mani
pulated only by its own operations. A cruciaJ property of messages is that they 
are the only way to invoke an object's operations. 
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An important part of designing Smalltalk-80 programs is determining which 
kinds of objects should bedescribed and which message narnes provide a use
ful vocabulary of interaction among these objects. 

1.2. Classes and Instances 

A class describes the implementation of a set of objects that all represent the 
samekind of system component. The individual objects described by a class 
are called its instances. A class describes the form of its instances' private me
mory and it describes how they carry out their operations. For instance, the 
class Dictionary specifies the implementation of objects representing 
dictionaries. Th is class describes how to add elements to andremove elements 
from a dictionary. 

The in stances of a class are similar in both their public and private properties. 
An object's public properties are the messages that make up its interface. All 
in stances of a class have the same message interface, since they represent the 
samekind of component. An object's private properties are a set of instanee va
riables that make up its private memory and a set of methods that describe how 
to carry out its operations. 

Each class has a name that describes the type of component that its instances 
represent; for instance, the class Rectangle represents rectangles. 

Each instanee variabie in an object's private memory refers to one object, 
called its value. Each method in a class explains how to perform the operation 
requested by a particular type of message. Wh en that type of message is sent to 
any instanee of a class, the method is executed. A class includes a method for 
each type of operation that its instances can perform. A method may specify 
some changes to the object's private memory and/or some other messages to be 
sent. A method also specifies an object that should be retumed as the value of 
the invoking message. 

A small subset ofthe methods in the Smalltalk-80 system are not expressed in 
the Smalltalk-80 language. They are called primitive methods. For example, 
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the instances of the class Integer u se a primitive methad to respond to the mes
sage+. 

The Smalltalk-80 system includes a set of classes that provides the standard 
functionality of a programming language and environment such as arithmetic, 
data structures, control structures and input/output facilities. 

1.3. Expression Syntax 

An expression is a sequence of characters that describes an object called the 
value ofthe expression. Th ere are foortypes of expressionsin the Smalltalk-80 
programming language: literals, variabie names, message expressions and 
block expressions. 

Literals describe eertaio constant objects, such as numbers and character 
strings. 

V ariabie narnes describe the accessible variables. The value of a variabie name 
is the current value of the variabie with that name. 

Message expressions describe messages to receivers. The value of a message 
expression is determined by the methad the message in vakes. That methad is 
found in the class of the receiver. 

Block expressions describe objects representing deferred activities. Blocks 
are used to implement control structures. 

Literals 

Five kinds of objectscan be referred to by !i te ral expressions: numbers, indivi
dual characters, strings of characters, symbols and arrays of other literal 
constants. 
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Variables 

The memory available to an object is made up of variables. A name of a varia
bie is a simple identifier: a sequence of letters and digits beginning with a letter. 
Some examples of variables are: index, counter, Number. There are two kinds 
of variables in the system, distinguished by how widely they are accessible. In
stance variables are private. Shared variables can be accessed by more than one 
object. Private variables are required to have lower case initialletters; shared 
variables are required to have upper case initial letters. 

A literal constant will always refer to the same object, but a variabie name may 
refer to different objects at different times. The object referred to by a variabie 
is changed when an assignment expressions is evaluated. An assignment pre
fix is composed of the name of the variabie whose value wiJl be changed folio
wed by a left arrow (~) . 

Messages 

Messages represent interactions between components of the Smalltalk-80 
system. A message requests an operation on the part of the receiver. 

Some examples of message expressions and the interactions they represent 
are: 

10.23 

list add: newComponent 

rectangle center 

compotes the product of I 0 and 23 

adds the object newComponent to the 
data structure called list 

returns the center of the object named 
rectangie 

A message expression describes a receiver, selector and possibiy some argu
ments. A message's se lector is a name for the type of interaction thesender de
sires with the receiver. The selector of a message de termines which of the re
ceiver's operations will be invoked. 
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Blocks 

Blocks are objects that are used frequently in the control structures in the 
Smalltalk-80 system. A block represents a deferred sequence of actions. A 
block expression consists of a sequence of expressions separated by periods 
and delimited by square brackets. For example 

[counter~ counter+ 1. 
array at: index put: 0] 

When a block expression is encountered, the statements enclosed in the 
brackets wil! not be executed immediately. The value of a block expression is 
an object that can execute the enclosed expressions at a later time when 
requested to do so. For example, the expression 

actions 
at: 'initialize' 
put: [array at: 1 put: 100. 

array at: 4 put: 1 0] 

does notactually send any "at: put:" messages tothe array. Itassociatesa block 
with the string 'initialize'. The sequence of actions a block describes will take 
place when the block receives the message value. 

Control structures 

A control structure determines the order of some activities. An example of a 
control structure that is implemented with blocks is simple repetition, which is 
represented by a message to an integer with timesRepeat: astheselector and a 
blockas the argument. The integer wi11 respond by sending the blockas many 
value messages as its own value indicates. For example, the following messa
ge doubles the value of the variabie named total six times. 

6 timesRepeat: [total ~ 2* totall 

Two common control structures that are implemented with blocks are conditi
onat selection and conditional repetition. Conditional selection is similar to IF 
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THEN ELSE statements in Pascal-like languages and conditionat repetitionis 
similar to WHILE and UNTIL statements in those languages. 

The conditionat selection of an activity is provided by a messagetoa Boolean 
operator with theselector iffrue:if'False: and two blocks as arguments. The 
only objects that understand this message are the Boolean objects true and 
false, which are two specialliterals in the Smalltalk-80 system. 

Booleans are retumed from messages that ask simple yes-no questions, such as 
<, =, <=, and >. The following example shows a conditional selection 

total > 20 
ifTrue: (amount f- 20] 
ifFalse: (amount f-total] 

The conditionar repetition of an activity is provided by a message to a block 
with theselector whileTrue: and another blockas an argument. The receiver 
block sends itself the message value and, if the response is true, it sends the 
other block value and then starts over, sending itselfvalue again. When the re
ceiver's response to value becomes false, it stops the repetition and returns 
from the whileTrue: message. For example, conditionat repetition could be 
used to initialize all of the elementsof the array named anArray. 

counter f- 1. 
(counter<= anArray size] 

whileTrue: 
(anArray at: counter put: 100 +counter. 
counter f- counter+ 1] 

Blocksalso understand a message with theselector whileFalse: thatrepeats the 
execution of the argumentblockas long as the value of the receiver is false. 

1.4. Subclasses 

Every object in the Smalltalk-80 system is an instanee of a class. A subclass 
specifies that its instances will be the sameasinstances of another class, called 
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its superclass, except for the differences that are explicitly stated. A system 
class named Object describes the similarity of all objects in the system; so 
every class willat least be a subclass of Object. A class description specifies 
how its instances differ from the instances of its superclass. A subclass is a 
class and can therefore have subclasses. Each class has one superclass, 
although many classes may share the same superclass, so the classes form a 
tree structure. A class has a sequence of classes from which it inherits both va
riables and methods. This sequence begins with its superclass and continues 
with its superclass's superclass, and so on. The inheritance chain continues 
until Object is encountered. Object is the only class without a superclass. 

Metbod determination 

Wh en a message is sent, the methods in the receiver's class are searched for one 
with a matching selector. If none is found, the methods in that class's superclass 
are searched next. The search continues up the superclass chain until a mat
ching method is found. The search fora matching method follows the super
class chain, terminating at class Object. If no matching method is found in any 
class in the superclass chain, the receiver is sent the message doesNotUnder
stand:; the argument is the offending message. There is a method for these
lector doesNotUnderstand: in Object that reports the error to the program
roer. 
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The ProductGenerator model 

The graphical representation of the ProductGenerator model is shown in 
figure Il.l. 

ProductGenerator model 

goal 

manufacturingJob 

material 

manufacturing 
Restrictions 

design 

Criteria 

Figure 11.1. The ProductGenerator model 

productFarm 
& 

manufacturing 
Criteria 
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The graphical representation of the Preparator model is shown in figure 11.2. 

Realizer model (figure 11.1) 

body 

manufacturingProcessPian ~ self receiveFrom: 'preparator'. 

material ~ self receiveFrom: 'material'. 

product~ self manufactureProductUsing: manufacturingProcessPian 

and: material. 

[measurements ~ self measure: product. 

measurements complyWith: design] 
whileFalse: [self correct: product using: design]. 

productFarm ~ self manufacturedForm: product. 
self send: product to : 'product'. 
self send: productFarm to: 'evaluator'. 

manufacturingCriteria ~ 

self generateEvaluationCriteriaFrom: product 
and: design. 

self send: manufacturingCriteria to: 'evaluator' 

Evaluator model (figure 11.1) 

body 

designCriteria ~ self receiveFrom: 'preparator'. 

productFarm ~self receiveFrom: 'realizer'. 

manufacturingCriteria ~ self receiveFrom: 'realizer'. 

manufacturingRestrictions ~ 

self generateManufacturingRestrictionsFrom: productShape 
and: designCriteria 
and: manufacturingCriteria. 

self send: manufacturingRestrictions to: 'designer' 



The ProductGenerator model 

Designer model (figure 11.2). 

body 
productFunctions t- self receiveFrom: 'productFunctions'. 
manufacturingRestrictions t- self receiveFrom: 'evaluator'. 
manufacturingRestrictions isEmpty 

ifFalse: [ manufacturingRestrictionsCollection 
addAII : manufacturing Restrictions ). 

design t- self generateDesign: productFunctions 
using: manufacturingRestrictionsCollection. 

designCriteria t- self generateDesignEvaluationCriteriaFrom: design. 
self send: design to: 'manufacturingProcesPianner'. 
self send: designCriteria to: 'evaluator' 

generale 

Manufacturing 

Plan 

manufacturing 

Restrictions 

designCriteria 

Manufac
turing 
Process 
Planner manufacturing 

~ 
Figure 11 .2. The Preparator model 
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ManufacturingProcessPlanner model (figure 11.2). 

body 

design~ self receiveFrom: 'designer' . 

manufacturingProcessPian ~ 
self generateManufacturingProcessPianUsing: design. 

self send: manufacturingProcessPian to : 'realizer' 
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Appendix 111 

Definitions of Metric Spaces 

Some definitions of metric spaces, needed for solid modelling, are given in the 
following sections (Simmons, 1963). 

The di stance between two points x and yin Euclidean three dimensional space 
E3is defined as d(x, y) = vi((yl-x0Z+(y2-x2) 2 +(y3-x3) 2). 

A metric space is defined as a set X together with the non-negative function d 
on X*X. in such a metric space, the function d is called the metric and the 
members of X are called points. 

Definition 1: 

Definition 2: 

Definition3: 

Definition 4: 

Definition 5: 

Let X be a metric space with metric d. If x0 is a point of X and r 

is a positive real number, the open sphere s(x0, r) with center 

Xoand radius r, is the subset of X defined by 

s(x0, r) = {x I d(x, xo) <r} 

Let X be a metric space. A subset G of X is called an open set 
if, given any point x EG, there exists a positive real number 

such that s(x, r)S G. 

Let X beametricspace, and let A beasubsetofX. A point x in 
X is called a limit point of A if each open sphere centeredon x 
contains at least one point of A different from x. 

Let X be ametrie space. A subsetF of X is called aclosed set if 
it contains each of its limit points. 

Let X be a metric space, and let A be a subset of X. The ciosure 
of A denoted by closure(A), is the uni on of A and thesetof all 
its limit points. 
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Definition6: 

Definition 7: 

Appendix 111 

Let X be a metric space and A a subset of X. A point x in X is 
called a boundary point of A if each open sphere een te red on x 
intersects both A and its complement A' = X-A. The 
boundary of A, represented as 13(A), is thesetof all boundary 
points of A. 

Let X be ametrie space and let A be a subset of X. A point in A 
is called an interior point of A if it is the center of some open 
sphere contained in A. The interiorof A, denoted by int( A), is 
the set of all its interlor points. The exterior of A, denoted as 
ext(A), is the complement of the ciosure of A. 
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Some Definitions of Manufacturing-Oriented Design 

Design Manufacturing 
ms0= F(ds0) 

ds0 ms0 

dtl 1 1 mt1 

dt1 = Ginv(mt1) 

1 
dty, = Ginv(mt0 ) 

1 dty, mty, 

ds0 ms0 

ms0 = F(ds0 ) 

Figure IV .I. The relations between design and manufacturing in 
Manufacturing-Oriented Design 

dsi = the i'h design state. i E 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 

OS = the set of all design states that can be manufactured. 
dsi E DS. 

87 

d~(dsi_1 ) = the i'hdesign transformation performed on the i-llh design 

state. 
d~(dsi_ 1 ) = dsi 
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IV.l. dsn = dt0(dtn_1(dt0_i ... (dt1(dso)))) 

OT = the set of all design transfonnations that can be manufac-
tured. 

dt, E OT 

ms; = the ith manufacturing state. i E 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 

MS = the set of all realizable manufacturing states. 
ms; E MS. 
mt,(ms;_1) = the i'h manufacturing transfonnation perfonned on the 

i-I th manufacturing state. 
mt,(ms;_1) = msi 

IV.2. ms" = mt0(mt0 _1(mt"_z( ... (mt1(mso)))) 

MT = the set of all manufacturing transfonnations. 
mt, E MT 

IV.3. F = the function F transfonns a design state into the corresponding 
manufacturing state (see figure IV.2). 

Equation IV.4. is neededinorder to satisfy the unambiguity demand. 

F 

Figure IV.2. The relation between design and manufacturing stales 
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IV.5. G = the mapping G transfarms a design transformation into one or 
more manufacturing transformations, see figure IV.3. 

G = G(dt;, manufacturingMachine, set-ups,jigs, fixtures) 

anv= c?'v(mt;, manufacturingMachine, set-ups, jigs, fixtures) 

IV.6. IV mt E MT I 3 dt E OT A dt:;;;: Ginv( mt)} 

The mapping Ginv is a one-to-one mapping from a manufacturing transfor
mation onto the corresponding design transformation. The mapping Ginv intro
duces manufacturing restrictions in the design phase. 

Figure IV.3. The relations between design and manufacturing 
transformations 

IV.l. Manufacturable Objects 

mod = a Manufacturable Object in the design phase. 
MOd = the set of all Manufacturable Objects in the design phase. 
mod E MOd 
mom = a Manufacturable Object in the manufacturing phase. 
MOm = the set of all Manufacturable Objects in the manufacturing 

phase. 
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mom E MOm 
IV.7. F(mod) = mom 

Appendix IV 

AMOD = the set of all applications of the set MOd. 
IV.8. AMOD c DT 

AMOM = the set of all applications of the set MOm. 
IV.9. AMOM c MT 

From IV.6., IV.8. and IV.9. follows 
IV.lO. {V mt E AMOM I 3 dt E AMOD A dt = G11w( mt)} 

IV .2. The Defined Design Transformations 

a) Apply Manufacturable Object 

ApplyManufacturableObjectD(dsi, mod, Lmo> --+ dsi+ 1 

dsi E OS A dsi+ 1 E OS A mod E MOd 

Lmo = The location, the position and orientation, of application of the 

Manufacturable Object. 

The manufacturing counterpart: 

ApplyManufacturableObjectM(msi, mom , Lmo> --+ msi+ 1 

msi= F(dsi) A msi+1 = F(dsi+1) A mom= F(mod) 

The manufacturing counterpart is, for instance, the material remaval of the 
manufacturing counterpart mom of the design Manufacturable Object mod. 

b) Locate 

LocateD( ds1) --+ dsi+ 1 

dsi E OS A dsi+1 E OS 
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The manufacturing counterpart: 

LocateM(ms1) ~ ms1+ 1 

ms1 = F(ds1) A ms1+1 = F(ds1+1) 

The manufacturing counterpart is the locating, the positioning and the orien
tating, of the manufacturing counterpart msi of the design state dsi. 

c) Implicit Locating 

lmplicitlocatingD(ds1, relativeToDesignObject, constraints) ~ ds1+1 

ds1 e OSA ds1+1 e OS A relativeToOesignObject e OS 

The manufacturing counterpart: 

lmplicitlocatingM(ms1, relativeToManufacturedObject, constraints) ~ ms1+1 

ms1= F(ds1) A ms1+1 = F(ds1+1) A 

relativeToManufacturedObject = F( relativeToOesignObject) 

d) Combine 

Combine( ds1, dsp) ~ dsl+1 

ds1 e OS A dsP e OS A ds1+ 1 e OS 

The manufacturing counterpart is, for instance, the welding or gluing of the 
manufacturing counterparts msi and msP of the design states dsi and dsP. 

Weid( ms1, msp) ~ ms1+ 1 

Glue( ms1, msp) ~ ms1+1 

ms1 = F(ds1) A ms1+1 = F(ds1+1) A msp = F( dsp) 
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e)Merge 

Merge( dsi, dsp)~ ds0 

dsi e OS A dsP e OS A ds0 e OS 

The manufacturing counterpart is for instance, the shaping by casting of the 
manufacturing counterpart of the design state ds0• 

ShapingByCasting( msi, msp) --7 ms0 

msi = F(dsi} A ms0 = F(ds0} A msp = F( dsp) 

The previous design states befare the ds0 are only needed to specify how the 

positive of the diecast can be manufactured. 
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STELLINGEN 

behorende bij het proefschrift van 

F.L.M. Delbressine 



1 Zonder menselijke interventie is integratie van ontwerpen en fabrice
ren onmogelijk. 

Dit proefschrift. 

2 Een integratie van ontwerpen en fabriceren kan alleen dan gerealiseerd 
worden, indien de fabricage beperkingen al in de ontwerpfase gehan
teerd kunnen en dienen te worden. 

Dit proefschrift. 

3 Programmeertalen voor machine besturingen zijn, vergeleken met de 
hogere programmeertalen, ongestructureerd te noemen. 

Dit proefschrift. 

4 De topologie dient uitgebreid te worden met fabriceerbaarheids criteria 
en fabriceerbare transformaties. 

Dit proefschrift. 

5 Een nieuwe type mens is aan het ontstaan: Homo Mus Computator, 
deze wordt gekenmerkt door een sterk ontwikkelde rechter- c.q.linker 
onderarm en dooreen goed ontwikkelde oog-hand coordinatie van alle 
muizenissen. 

6 Robots zouden bij voorkeur dienen te bestaan uit translatorische ele
menten. 

HijinkJ.A.W., 
Modale analyse als experimentele techniek. 
Intern rapport faculteit W, WPB nr. 0029. 
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, Eindhoven, 1983. 



7 Het in het buitenland blijvend-verkerende werk van Nederlandse kun
stenaars, zou beter toegankelijk moeten worden gemaakt voor Neder
landers. 

8 Het is zeer verlokkend om alles in algorithmen te gieten als een van de 
weinige gereedschappen die ter beschikking staan een computer is. 

Maslow A.H., 
The psychology of science. 
Harper & Row, New York, NY (1966). 

9 De Hoge Raad zou het recht moeten krijgen elke wet aan de grondwet te 
toetsen. 

10 Aan een promotie-onderzoek werken altijd meer mensen mee dan de 
promovendus, de afschaffing van een dankwoord in het proefschrift is 
derhalve niet ju i st. 


